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Major Revisions To Honor Code 
Proposed, Student Input Needed 
Fields Notes Ambiguities, 
Inconsistencies That 
the Cases Highlight 
BY JAMES KuPERSTEIN "• on Tuesday, January 18, Brad Fields, 
SBA President, held a forum in which 
he called for major revisions of the Honor 
Code to clear up ambiguities and inconsis-
tencies in the presently unclear language. 
SBA Budget Comitlee 
The purpose of the Honor Code, ac-
cording to its statement of purpose, is to 
"establish the rules by which students of the 
University of San Diego, School of Law, 
shall be governed with respect to any con-
duct relating to academic matters." 
The project, which Fields decided to. 
undertake last Semester, is unconnected with 
his post as President of the SBA. "This is 
not an SBA thing, I am SBA President and 
therefore I have additional access to maybe 
Student Bar Association Budgets for 
Spring Organizations and Events 
BY ROBERT LITTLE 
On January 22, the University of San 
Diego Student Bar Association released, 
then ratified, its Spring distribution of 
mandatory student fees. With an initial 
budget of $28,413, the SBA Budget Com-
mittee determined the distributions for 
18 organizations and such general pro-
grams as the graduation party and the 
Law Revue talent show. 
Organizations receiving money ran 
the gamut from the Gay and Lesbian Law 
Students Association (GALLSA) to this 
newspaper, to the Moot Court Board. 
The Budget Committee meets pri-
vately under the chairmanship of SBA 
Treasurer Renae Adamson with one rep-
resentative from each student organiza-
tion applying for funding. After deter-
mining the appropriate distribution, the 
full SBA Council ratifies the Committee's 
proposal. This semester, no amendments 
were offered for the proposed budget. 
In addition to student organizations, 
the Committee allocates money to a dis-
cretionary budget under the direction of 
SBA President Brad Fields . . This fund, 
which for this semester provides $ I 0,580, 
permits the SBA to put on events inde-
Denise Hickey 
pendent of any particular student organi-
zations. These programs will include a 
Presidential trip to an Amedcan Bar As-
sociation convention ($800), the Volun-
teer Income Tax Assistance program 
($150), the graduation party ($6,600), 
Law Revue talent show ($500), elections 
($300), the SSA's speaker's bureau 
($800), a St. Patrick's Day party ($800), 
and $600 in miscellaneous expenditures. 
Below are all organizations with 
Spring allocations: 
Asian Pacific American Law 
Student's Association: $1,080 for a hate 
crime forum, mediation, Chinese New 
Year celebrations, a speaker, and a beach 
party. 
Black American Law Student's Asso-
ciation: $675 for a speaker, picnic, an-
nual kick-off event, film, essay contest, 
and book fair. 
· Christian Legal Socie~: $235 . for a 
video, a session for first 'y~ar ::,students 
and a party. 
Comparative Law Forum: $235 for a 
speakers' panel discussion and a separate 
speaker. 
Please Tum to Page 4, Column 3 
getting more students to come to the fo-
rums, and I kn.ow more faculty, etc. But 
any student could undertake the same pro-
cess," Fields said in a January 26 interview. 
Fields undertook the project for a number 
of reasons, "I felt like this was something 
that needed to be done, and I felt like I had 
the resources in dealing with people to make 
it work, I have .talked to peopie who have 
expressed their frustration with the Honor 
Code. I have some idea of what the major 
complaints are." 
Fields, in recent weeks, has been aided 
in his efforts by Professor Hartwell. Fields 
was put in touch with Professor Hartwell at 
the beginning of the Semester. "Professor 
Hartwell was suggested as someone who 
could oversee the project from a faculty 
point of view. He has been very helpful 
[because] he has kept very close watch over 
what the Honor Court has been doing in the 
last couple years, and has kept good notes 
on various things." Hartwell became inter-
ested in the Honor Code after serving as 
Faculty Preliminary Examiner for two years 
and because several students in the past 
have asked him for advice concerning the 
Honor Code. The Faculty Preliminary Ex-
3L Denise ·Hickey Wins 
Phi Delta Phi Balfour 
Scholarship 
BY CHRISTOPHER SCOTT TRUNZO 
ry"lhird year law student Denise Hickey was recently awarded 
.l $2,000 from the national chapter of the Phi Delta Phi 
legal fraternity as winner of the Balfour Scholarship for 
the western region of the United States. 
The scholarship is awarded annually to the graduat-
ing student who has shown the most outstanding achieve-
ment academically and extracurricularly during law 
school. 
Ms. Hickey is currently Day Vice-President of the 
USD student bar association and is ranked within the top 
20% of the school. 
Phi Delta Phi is the oldest legal fraternity in the 
United States. Founded in 1869, it is nine years older 
than the American Bar Association. The goal of the 
fraternity is to promote legal ethics and ethical lawyering 
both through providing services to practicing attorneys 
and law students and through providing leadership by 
example. 
aminer, working with the Student Prelimi-
nary Examiner reviews complaints and de-
termines whether the action states a prima 
facie case. 
Hartwell views the Honor Code as hav-
ing two major problems. First, the stan-
dards by which someone is charged with a 
violation are vague and unworkable. There 
are also procedural problems, which 
Hartwell admitted he was less familiar with. 
For example, says Hartwell, the Code says 
nothing about what happens when the Stu-
dent Preliminary Examiner and the Faculty 
Preliminary Examiner disagree over whether 
to go forward with a case, or whether the 
Prosecutor has discretion over whether to 
prosecute, or the conduct by which a person 
officially "files" a case. "For at least the 
last four or five years different students 
have said, Tm going to try and change 
these,' and nobody ever has. People have 
had good intentions, but it is a big job. I 
think Brad isto be commended for his ef-
forts. Nobody had made the efforts Brad is 
now making." 
The changes Fields wishes to imple-
ment are an equal mixture of his own ideas, 
. suggestions of Professor Hartwell, sugges-
tions from members of the Honor Court, 
past and present, and suggestions from stu-
dents, and staff from the forum held on 
January 18. "If I were to characterize it I 
would say it has been pretty equal input" . 
There are two ways, says Fields, that a 
student or faculty member can go about 
changing the Honor Code. In the first sce-
nario a petition setting forth the proposed 
changes must be signed by ten percent of 
the student body. Next the changes would 
have to be approved by a majority vote of 
the faculty. Finally the changes would be 
posted for at least two weeks and then the 
SBA would be required-to conduct an elec-
tion of the entire student body. Two-thirds 
of those voting would be required to ap-
prove of the changes. In the second sce-
nario, instead of a petition, Fields would 
have to receive approval from a majority of 
Please Tum To Page 4, Column I 
In The News--
uso•s New Child Advocacy Insti-
tute is providing .USD students work 
· with the Public Defender's Child Ad-
vocacy Division and litigating a few 
cases of its own . 
(Article on Page 3) 
* * * 
USO and the American Bar Associa-
tion will hold a conference on water 
law on campus February 11. The 
event will complement an ABA con-
ference on the subject also being held 
in San Diego. 
(Article on Page 3) 
* * * 
The Academic Support Program, long 
a source of behind-the-scenes contro-
versy, .is discussed frankly by pro and 
con writers in our Centerfold. 
(Articles Starting on Page 7) 
What's new in the LRC? . New Books received.-
COMPILED BY FRANKLiN A. WFSI'ON 
Senior Reference Librarian 
BA TES, SARAH F. Searching Out 
the Headwaters: Change and rediscovery 
in western water pqlicy. Traces the history 
and evolution of the uses of western water, 
describes the demographic and economic 
changes now_ occurring in the region, and 
identifies the many communities of interest 
involved in all water-use issues. 
BELL, SUSAN J. Full Disclosure: Do 
you really want to be a lawyer? 2nd ed. 
Gives the would-be lawyer a true-to-life 
account of what really 
goes on in law school 
and in the practice of 
law, and provides a 
candid, thought-pro-
voking, and entertain-
ing compendium of ev-
erything today's law-
yers wish they had 
known before entering 
law school. 
BIX, BRIAN. 
Law, . Language, and 
Legal Determinacy. 
Re-examines the role of 
language in law and the 
way ideas about Ian-
. guage have been used 
and misused in recent 
legal theory. 
BURRIS, SCOIT, 
ed. AIDS Law Today: 
A new guide for the public. Provides up-to-
date discussions of transmission and treat-
ment, public health measures to stem the 
epidemic, HIV issues in the health care 
setting, employment and housing discrimi-
nation, HIV education, liability for risky 
behavior, HIV in prisons, and insurance 
coverage of people with HIV. 
DA VIS, NANETfE J. From Crime to 
Choice: The transformation of abortion in 
America. Provides broadly based documen-
tation and analysis of the evolution of abor-
tion from criminal act to personal choice. 
The Debate on the Constitution: Fed-
er(llist ar.,d antifederalist speeches, articles, 
and letters during the struggle for ratifica-
tion. Part One: September 1787 to Febrnary 
1788. Part Two: January to August 1788. 
Provides, in chronological order, hundreds 
of ne,wspaper articles, pamphlets, speeches, 
and private letters praising, condemning, or 
challenging the new Constitution. 
DiCANIO, MARGARET. Encyclope-
dia of Violence: Origins, attitudes, conse-
quences. Takes as its subject street and 
domestic violence and crime, as well as the 
related areas of corporate or "white collar" 
crime; and covers the drug trade, hate 
crimes, child abuse, campus violence, the 
availability of guns, the possibility of · a 
"criminal mind,"' police and prosecutorial 
procedures, and crime statistics. 
EISLER, KIM ISAAC. A Justice For 
All: William J. Brennan, Jr. , and the deci-
sions that transformed America. Tells how 
Brennan changed American law and soci-
ety while serving on the Supreme Court by 
using his skills as a dealmaker, creating 
majorities, writing laws; and steering clear 
of political fire. 
ENDICOTT, EVE. Land Conserva-
tion Through Public/Private Partnerships. 
Covers each type of public/private organi-
zation--nonprofit, federal agency, or state 
and local government--with case studies that 
detail the partnerships which specific groups 
have formed. 
ENNICO, CLIFFORD R. The Legal 
Job Interview: Winning the law-related job 
iri today's market. Provides helpful tips on 
how to prepare for the interview, how to 
size up die interviewer, how to act during 
the interview, and how to keep the iriter-· 
view going even after it is finished. 
FONER, ERIC. Freedom's Lawmak- . 
ers: A directory of black officeholders dur-
ing Reconstruction. Lists nearly 1,500 of 
America's first generation of black public 
officials who held office during the Recon-
struction era, with over 100 photographs. 
FRIEDMAN, LAWRENCE M. Crime 
and Punishment in American History. Cov-
ers vigilantes, outlaws, embezzlers, swin-
dlers, and what happened to them; the 
growth of white collar crime; and the revo-
lutionary changes in the relationship be-
tween gender and criminal justice. 
GART, ALAN. Regulation, Deregu-
lation, Reregulation: The future of the bank-
ing, insurance, and securities industries. 
Puts into historical-perspective the changes 
that have taken place in the industry, so that 
ultimate demise by showing how law shaped 
. the activities of borrowers, lenders, and bro-
kers; and how economic conduct informed 
law and theology. 
KETCHAM, RALPH. Framed For 
Posterity: the enduring philosophy of the 
Constitution. Brings historical depth and 
philosophical perspective to contemporary 
constitutional concerns about rights, respon-
sibilities, and freedom. · 
KHADEMIAN, ANNE M. The SEC 
and Capital Market Regulatio~: The poli-
tics of expertise. Examines the interaction 
of bureaucrats, politicians, and the White 
. ~,: House; and suggests a 
new and productive ap-
proach to the study of bu-
reaucratic behavior. 
KOPP, RAY-
MOND J. Valuing Natu-
ral Assets: The econom-
ics of natural resource 
damage assessment. Ex-
amines the way in which 
-requirements for damage 
assessment change . how 
the measures are used, 
· presented, received, and 
defended. 
KRONMAN,AN'IHONY 
T. The Lost Lawyer: 
Failing ideals of the le-
. gal profession. Exam-
ines a variety of factors 
. which have contributed New Book Covers Outside Facult-; Mailroom 
to the declining prestige 
of prudence and public-spiritedness within 
the legal profession. 
financial professionals can learn from the 
errors and abuses of the past. 
GETMAN, JULIUS. In the Company 
of Scholars: The struggle for the soul of 
higher education. Probes the tensions be-
tween status and meaning, elitism and egali-
tarianism, that challenge the academy • and 
academics today and shows who higher edu-
cation creates-a shared intellectual commµ-
nity among people of varied classes and 
races--while simultaneously dividing people 
on the basis of education and status. 
GOLDKAMP, JOHNS. Po/jcy Guide-
lines for Bail: An experiment in court re-
form. Describes a collaboration between 
researchers and judges in Philadelphia's 
Municipal Court involving a comprehen-
sive examination of court policies, prac-
tices, and successes and failures in coming 
to grips with the dilemma of bail and pre-
trial detention. 
GOLDMAN, ROBERT E. The Mod-
ern Art of Cross-Examination. Provides 
tactics and strategies to help litigators be-
come better cross-examiners and thereby 
win more cases. 
HAZARD, GEOFFREY C., Jr. Ameri-
can Civil Procedure: An introduction. Ex-
plains the jury trial, the adversary system, 
the power of courts to make law as well as 
to "declare" it, the role of civil justice in 
government, arid the resolution of contro-
versial social issues. 
HORSTMAN, ALLEN. Victorian Di-
vorce. Traces the development of divorce 
from the first documented British divorce 
in 1670, the difference means by which it 
came about (the first petition be a woman in 
1800), and the relation of practice to moral 
attitudes. 
HOWITT, DENNIS. Child Abuse Er-
rors: When good intentions go wrong. Ex-
plores how society's sincere desire to care 
for and protect its children can lead to such 
mistakes and who and what is responsible 
for them. 
JACOBSTEIN, J. MYRON. The Re-
jected: Sketches of the 26 men nominated 
for the Supreme Court but not confirmed 
by the Senate. Reveals that politics have 
always played a prominent role in the ap-
pointment process, and provides a valuable 
insight to the issues that were dividing the 
nation at the time of each nomination. 
JONES, NORMAN. God and the 
Moneylenders: Usury and law in early mod-
em England. Explores the conception of 
the 1571 usury law and traces its effects and 
,.... .. 
MITGANG, HERBERT. Danger-
ous Dossiers: Exposing the secret war 
against America's greatest authors. Cov-
ers the 50-year espionage campaign 
waged by the CJ.A., F.B.I., and other 
int!!lligence agencies against such Ameri-
c~n a~thors as Hemingway, Steinbeck, 
FiQ_l~ner, and Saf!d~urg--as' weiias sil~h 
present-day authors as Norman Mailer 
imd Allen Ginsberg. 
POWELL, EOW ARD. Kingship, Law 
and Society: Criminal justice in the reign 
of Henry V. Examines the workings of 
rny~I justice in late Medieval England by 
considering legal theory--academic, gov-
ernmental, and popular thinking about the 
nature of law; legal machinery--the frame-
work of courts and their procedures; and 
legal practice--the enforcement of the law 
in the reign of Henry V . . 
RABIN, ROBERT L. Smoking Policy.; 
l.,qw, pq({«fifri~~ <;µ,lture. Examines the 
interplay"b~f'X"s::en public opinion and gov-
ernmental ii<:tiq~ 'as norms have changed 
about wheth~r,.9ne should smoke and where 
it is appropria,te_ to do ·so . . 
SARA T, AUSTIN: Law in Everyday 
Life. Presents law as it appears in various 
places-0 family, school, community, the 
workplace, in countless transactions-~and 
in various forms, including the laws of sepa-
ration and divorce, abortion, rape, sexual 
harassment, special education, in~ernational 
human rights, and torts. 
U.S . ARCHITECTURAL AND 
TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS COM-
PLIANCE BOARD. Americans With Dis-
abilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for 
Buildings and FadUties, Transportation 
Facilities, Transportation Vehicles. Com-
piles ADA regulations as published in the 
Federal_Register and the Code of Federal 
Regulations. 
VINSON, DONALD E. Jury Persua-
sion: Psychological strategies and trial 
techniques. Offers methods for effective , 
persuasion of jurors in voir dire~ opening · 
statements, and the presentation · of wit-
nesses and exhibits; and explai~s the basic 
methodologies employed by jury research 
firms, including the use of surveys, juror 
profiles, and shadow juries. 
WARNKE, GEORGIA. Justice and 
Interpretation. Explores the •significance · 
of recent debates about hermeneutics for -
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President's · Report: State of the SBA 
. BY BRAD FIELDS 
After watching the recent State of the 
Union/State/City Addresses, I thought that 
it would be helpful to discuss the SBA's 
important issues and events. I hope that 
this article, the first (to my knowledge) "State 
of the SBA Address/' becomes an annual 
column in "Motions" . . 
As I write this article; I have served as 
your SBA President for over seven months. 
During this time, the SBA has become stron-
ger, both structurally arid financially. 
When my term began, my biggest goal 
as President was to continue the growth of 
the SBA as an effective organization. How-
ever, in order to function effectively, we 
had to restructure our organization. When I 
took office, we were operating using out-
dated bylaws and in some financial trouble 
resulting from a loophole in our budgetary 
process that allowed the SBA President to 
spend a limitless amount of money on SBA 
Programs from the SBA account. As one of 
the first actions of our administration, we 
rewrote our bylaws to correct our internal 
problems. As a result, we now have an 
SBA Constitution that contains nearly all of 
the essential guidelines of the SBA. Also, 
we created a bylaw system that allows us 
create and refine other SBA regulations not 
in conflict with our Constitution. In the 
process of rewriting the bylaws, we closed 
the loophole that allowed SBA Presidents 
to freely spend money. Beginning this se-
mester, as SBA President, my budget was 
subjected to the same approval process as 
all SBA registered organizations. As a re-
sult of our actions, the SBA is now more 
structurally and financially sound. When 
we pass over the reins of power in mid-
April, the next President will take over a 
financially secure organization that can be 
run effectively using its own Constitution. 
However, as the year has progressed, 
there has been another focus in the SBA. 
We have begun to target first-year students 
in much of our new programs. We have 
continued our traditional SBA programs, 
such as the Fall Picnic, Halloween Party, 
and Canned Immunity. In the spring, look 
for our St. Patrick's Day Party, Law Revue 
Talent Show, and Graduation Party. Also, 
we are in the process of continuing last 
year's new programs: VITA (Volunteer In-
come Tax Assistance) and the Bar Review 
Information Session. • However, we have 
bt)gun to target a great deal of our program-
ming towards first-year students. In addi-
tion to our traditional Fall Orientation and 
Mentor Program, we added a follow-up ori-
entation to help students on their first se-
mester exam preparation. This semester, 
we will continue with two new programs 
geared towards first-years; Tim Walsh, a 
deputy district attorney who was a popular 
speaker at our Fall Orientation, will speak 
about Professionalism in the Law. Also, 
when students sign up for next semester's 
classes, we will team with Assistant Dean 
Carrie Wilson to advise first-years regard-
ing classes and professors. So far, the SBA 
has both continued· its traditional and re-
sponded with innovative programs. 
Also, we are using three new methods 
to increase our ability to receive input from 
students and to give information to the stu-
dent body. First, this year, the SBA Execu-
. tive Board has begun to have office hours. 
Each of the Executive Board Members sits 
in the SBA Office one hour per week to 
answer and questions that you might have 
regarding the SBA. Stop by the SBA Of-
fice to find out our hours and to speak with 
us. Second, and also new this year, is our 
master calendar. All events sponsored by 
the SBA . or by any student organiz'ation 
receiving SBA funds for that event must be 
calendared in the SBA Office. Lastly, to 
find out information about any of our pro-
grams, . or to contact anybody in the SBA, 
call our new voice mail line, which was 
recently installed to give students better ac-
cess to SBA programs and information. The 
number is 260-4600 ext. 4346. 
This year, we have worked on a variety 
of other projects and resolutions. Earlier 
this year, we established the First Amend-
ment Board. The Board, located in the 
Writs, allows students to express their views 
· regarding ... anything . . . subject to the con-
straints of the First Amendment. Also, we 
passed a resolution that allows the SBA to 
send flowers to students upon the death of 
close famHy members. Currently, we are 
working to get another microwave and re-
frigerator for the Writs and to replace the 
typewriters in the LRC. 
.Recently, we recently finished the 
reregistration process required of all the 
student groups. As one of the only . two 
University-recognized groups, one of our 
functions is to register the · other student 
groups. After notifying the student groups 
at our fall retreat that we would need their 
Constitutions or bylaws to register them, 
many groups worked all semester to write 
their rules. As a result of this process, both 
the SBA and all students can find out the 
purpose and internal procedures of the stu-
dent groups. Hopefully, this will assist stu-
dents when they choose which groups to 
join. 
The SBA' s Committees and Executive 
Appointees have been hard at work. . for 
example, the Dean's Student Advisory Com-
mittee, a group of students who work 
monthly with the Dean, helped to begin the 
process of reevaluating the Academic Sup-
port Program. Also, the DSAC elicited 
student response and prepared a report for 
the Dean regarding tenure for two profes-
sors. The newly created diversity organiza-
tions liaison executive appointee has been 
busy. As a result of her work, handifapped 
students can now enter the library from the 
side of the building, rather than contend 
with the large doors in the front of the law 
library. Also, our SPOUSO group (spouses 
and significant others) is beginning to reju-
'lW "r.,,. 
venate itself after working on a survey to 
find out what type of events students would 
like to see . . Lastly, students have been hard 
at work on various law school committees, 
helping in such vi;uious ways as securing a 
graduation speaker and advising the faculty 
on issues regarding the curriculum. 
The SBA is ready to continue to work 
on behalf of students. In the next few 
months, as th~ SBA Elections approach, 
first-years shouid look for the professional- . 
ism discussion and the registration forums. 
We will also be sponsoring our Bar Review 
Information Session, the St. Patrick's Day 
Party, theLaw Revue Talent Show, and the 
Graduation Party. Ple&i,e let us know if we 
can help you in any way . 
Students On Faculty And University Committees 
In the last President's Report, I said 
that I would be printing a list of students on 
faculty and university committees. Hereit 
is. Feel free to conta~t either the SBA 
Office or any ~L these students directly, 
through theifstudentmailboxes, regarding ' 
issues relevant to theifrespecti've commit- . 
teei. , 
Dean's Student Advisory Committee 
(DSAC): Judy Carbone;Mike Connor; Brad ' 
Fields, Denise Hickey, Xevin Kravets, Will " 
Nelson, Susan Woods .. 
Curriculum Committee: Larissa Kehoe & 
Emil Wohl. 
· Libt'.ary . Advisory Committee: · K,athy 
Whitman. . , . • ... 
Ac!l~e~i~ ,Po,lijcj~s . Committee: ,Paul · 
Sandberg., , , , :. 
Student/Faculty. Relations Committee: 
Norby Cisneros and Robert Little . . 
Parking Advis9ry ,Committ,,:, Da,vjd .. 
Kfaµ~e. :. , J r ; ' . , ,; _. t '° , I' 
ScK;fal_&s:u~ Co,mmitt~: Toq1:F,rye ., 
Recently Conceived Child Ad~ocacy · · 
Clinic Meets the Needs of Many 
Bv SuNIL MooRJANI Last Semester I was fortunate enough to cently promoted to the management team have been selected as one of the first at Wendy's. He became ·emancipated 
ten students to participate in the Child Ad- because he was being forced to constantly 
vocacy Clinic supervised by Professor care for his sickly mother and the burden 
Sharon Kalemkiarian. The Clinic is an ex- of caring or his mother and working full 
cellent opportunity to gain real life experi- time was and inordinate, unbearable 
ence in child advocacy and to make a dif- amount of responsibility for any minor. 
ference in a minor's life. While this may Eileen has been excommunicated 
sound like mere rhetoric, I believe it is true. from the Mormon faith because she is 
USO Law Students are either paired up ·tiving with her boyfriend. The Mormon 
with an attorney at the Public Defender's community feels that she and her boy-
Child Advocacy Division - Nieva van Leer friend, Matt, are "Ii ving in sin." Although 
and Virginia Henkels worked on depen- Eileen is 17-1/2 years old, she wanted to 
dency cases last semester - or work under become emancipated so that she and Matt 
the supervision of experienced, talented at- could begin the reunification process with 
torneys and staff at USO' s Child Advocacy her faith. One of the ironies of the 
Institute (CAI). emancipation laws is that even an eman-
The eight ofus who worked with CAI' s cipated minor must have his or her par-
staff researched and investigated various ents' consent before getting married. 
topics. D. Lynn Jones and Shannon Taylor Eileen wants to marry Matt as soon as 
have compiled extensive research and are possible because once she and Matt are 
still in the process of writing the quintes- no longer "living in sin," the Mormon 
sential handbook on child health and safety community will gradually accept them. 
with will be published soon. Richard Lucas It will be difficult for Eileen to receive 
is currently working on re-writing the court her parents' consent because her family 
rules for commitment of dependent or de- and friends . have been instructed by the 
linquent minors to mental health hospitals. Mormon Church to cease communication 
Kathleen McEnroe assisted in the research with her and Matt. 
and analysis for the Children's Budget, a Ellie's story was tragic, fascinating 
critique on California Governmental spend- and moving. Her mother is an alcoholic 
ing on children. Rebecca Smith reviewed and her step-father physically beat her 
all the dependency files from the first six sister, a drug addict. Her sister was a 
months of 1993 to determine the types of reported runaway, as was Ellie. Ellie ran 
neglect and abuse circumstances which· away to live with her boyfriend, Bo, who 
gave rise to the finding of dependency. is 20. This creates a conflict due to statu-
Frances Quevedo is working on a year tory rape laws. Bo has two children from 
long project to persuade California to a previous relationship and has a sister 
adopt the "babygram" model to register who has been emancipated. Ellie's eman-
eligible newborns for Medi-Cal at birth. cipation did not go smoothly; in fact, it 
Lee Meyer and I assisted in emanci- . ··was.the only emancipation case that we 
paling minors. The minors we met had . had last year which needed to go to trial. 
compelling reasons for wanting to be- Emancipating minors is not "divorc-
come emancipated. Kirsten had been ing" them from their parents. As you can 
living with her parents~ both substance see, many of these minors don't really 
abusers - in an apartment without elec- have a family in the first place. If they 
tricity for ten months. They went from do have a family, it's usually not a family 
there to living in a car in the El Cajon conducive to sound development of the 
area. Kirsten became emancipated so mind, body and soul. Meyer commented, 
that she could sign a lease to live in an "A semester of working with now eman-
apartment on her own. cipated minors has convinced me of the 
Justin left North Carolina a few · need that exists for the emancipation pro-
months ago and needed to become eman- cess. Not every teenager has the luxury 
cipated in order to be able to attend of loving parents and a stable home." 
school. If it wasn't for the emancipation I urge you all to consider applying 
process, his mother would have to fly to for the Clinic. Whether you are genu~ 
San Diego to sign the consent forms so inely thinking about a career as a child 
he could be enrolled in school. After advocate or you are just looking for an 
Justin became emancipated, the first thing elective which is stimulating and gratify-
he did was register for school. ing, the Child Advocacy Clinic is for you. 
Peter had a troubled past - he had a The Clinic is the most satisfying course I 
history of delinquency and two years ago have taken at USD. Jones agrees, "I felt 
he was institutionalized in a mental health a passion being able to work with the · 
facility - but he has done a remarkable · minors one on one. With all the other · 
180 degree turn. He finished his high classes that I took at law school, I felt 
school education at the age of 14 and at like I was just going through the mo-
the ripe old age of 16 he has been re- tions." 
usn: To Host Water Law Conference 
FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING ASSOCIATION by Professor John Minan, who is teach-
The second annual USD-ABA Wa- ing a seminar on contemporary issues in 
ter Law Mini-Conference will be held on water law this semester. This year's con-
Friday, February 11, between 2:00 and ference will feature three substantive 
· 4:00pm in the Grace Courtroom. The speakers who will address discrete topics 
event is being sponsored by the Land in water law. John E. Thorsen, Chairman 
Use and Planning Association; in con- of the American Bar Association Water 
junction with the Environmental Law So- Resources Committee, plans to speak on 
ciety. "General Adjudications: Their Impor-
"Water law is currently receiving a tance and Their Problems." Robert H. 
great deal of attention, especially in Cali~ . Abrams, Professor of Law at Wayne State 
fornia," ·explained Emil Wohl; President Uni,versity, plans ' to speak mt "Source' · 
of the Land W se and Planning Associa- ', Switching: 13eyond Conjum:tive Use To- · 
tion. '!The regulation- ofi our water .sup~ · ward-a New ,Kind of Water Right:" , 
ply directly,. affects ,every •citizen on , a \ .. 'In addition\"panelists1wiIHliscussca- · 
daily basis. Yet most law students don't reer opportunities in. water law, and they ·' 
know the:firstthing about the most basic will review, the highlights of·the main 
legal issues in the .area.•~ ;; ·· , i '. l ' ·· ; ABA.1 water law confere'nce being held 
The· conference .. will 'be ; moderated· / the same weekerid in San1 Diego: · · · 
\. ' 
-------------------- ----------------- ------------------
Plan Ahead: Spring 1994 Final Examination Schedule 
Exams can be scheduled at-any time throughout the exam period from _ May _4 through May 18. Students should not 
make irrevocable plans based on this tentative exam sch,edule. 
Wednesday, May 4, 1994 
Trusts & Estates-A Sherwin 
Trusts & Estates-B Alspaugh 




Products liability Herlot 
Property-E Raushenbush 
Trusts&Estates-E Spearman 
International Tax Pugh 
Thursday, May 5, 1994 
Remedies-A Engfelt 
Tax II Pugh 
Tax I-A Snyder 
Securities Regs Friedman 




Tax I-E Shue 
Alt. Dispute Res. Weckstein 
Partnership Tax Bagley 
Friday, May 6, 1994 
Civil Procedure-A Brooks 
Civil Procedure-B Strachan 
Civil Procedure-C Bratton 
Honor Code 
( Continued From Page I) 
the six member (three students, three fac-
ulty) Honor Court before holding the fac-
. ulty and student votes. 
Fields hopes to write up the changes·, 
get more input from students and faculty, 
and hold a second forum within the two 
weeks after this interview. His time line 
calls for receiving final faculty approval at 
least two weeks before the Spring SBA 
elections, to occur in early April. Fields 
hopes to involve the faculty enough, by 
detailing to them exactly what he plans to 
change and accepting their input, so that the 
faculty will approve the first version of the 
draft changes. "I don't know much, in gen-
eral, about the faculty's feelings about the 
Honor Code other than I know that last year 
there was some frustration expressed by 
some of the faculty members about [the 
Code]." 
One problem Fields is anticipating is 
when the changes would be implemented. 
"The one thing I'm a little bit frustrated 
with, and I don't know any way to deal with 
it, as I understand it as soon as the changes 
are approved by the students and faculty 
they goes into effect immediately. I per-
ceive this as a problem because of notice." 
Fields is worried about how to quickly no-
tify the students of the changes when, and 
if, they are passed. He is considering mak-
ing a change in the Honor Code amendment 
procedure so that the changes would go into 
effect at the beginning of the next Semester. 
"It doesn't seem fair that changes could go 
into effect immediately when students have 
no way of knowing." 
Some of The Proposed Changes: 
The are several areas noted by Fields, 
Professor Hartwell, and the various students 
who attended the forum that are in need of 
possible modification. First, Fields may 
propose adding a defense counsel as an- . 
other elected post. . Presently there are 
sixjustices: three students and three faculty, 
. a student Preliminary Examiner and a fac-
ulty · Preliminary Examiner, two alternate 
student justices, one alternate faculty jus-
tice, and the Honor Court counsel. All the 
students are elected officials. The defense 
counsel would be provided for use by stu~ 
Am. Legal History Auerbach 
























Schwarzschild 1 :30pm 




1:30pm Saturday, May 7, 1994 
1:30pm Wednesday, May 11, 1994 
1:30pm Criminal Pro I-A Lee 9am 
Criminal Pro I-E Huffman 9am Torts Theory 
6pm Criminal Procedure II Lee 9am 
6pm Def. Compensation Wolds 
6pm 








Monday. May 9, 1994 
Criminal Pro Survey Roche 6pm 
Evidence-A Peterfreund 9am 
9am Evidence-B Peterfreund 9am Thursday, May 12, 1994 
9am Arbitration Weckstein 
9am 
Legislation . Auerbach 














Agency & Partnership Blais 
6pm Real Estate Trans Johnson 




Constitutional Law-A Alexander 
Constitutional Law-B Slegan 




6pm Tax Fraud Hatfield 6pm 
6pm 
6pm Tuesday, May 10. 1994 
Contracts-E Wohlmuth 6pm 
Constitutional Law-E Schwarzschild 6pm · 
Adv. Corp. Tax Prob. Shaw 6pm 
Torts-A Vaughn 9am 
Torts-B Nolan 9am 
9am Torts-C Ursin 9am Typing allowed in Room 2A throughout entire exam 
period. Only typewriters with no memory capabil-
ity are allowed. 
9am Professional Resp Zacharias 9am 
9am Professional Resp Raushenbush 9am 
dents facing the Honor Court, but not re~ 
quired. 
Fields will also attempt to further de-
fine what constitutes "prohibited" conduct 
under Chapter Three of . the Honor Code. 
For example, under section 3.0l(b) it is a 
violation to "submit as one' s own work the 
work as another." Hartwell, and oth~rs, 
say this Plagiarism clause is inappropriate, 
all legal writing involves quoting other 
sources. Instead, this section needs to be 
redefined with an "intent to mislead." Also, 
part C of section 3:01 will be removed in 
the changes. The clause prohibits any fail-
ure "to comply with academic rules relating 
to honesty and integrity .... " According to 
both Fields and Hartwell there are no such 
academic rules on honesty and integrity. 
SBA Budget 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Fields may also modify, or sever from 
the code entirely, section 4.02( e) relating to 
those eligible to be elected .to the Honor 
Court. As the code presently reads students 
cannot run if they have been guilty of a past 
Honor Code violation at USD or any other 
law school they have attended. This may be 
severed or modified because it is unheard 
of, the forum noted, to have such a strict 
prohibition from elected office. Also, this 
section may be unworkable: :how could a 
code violation from another law school the 
student attended several years ago be un-
covered? · 
Fields' changes would also include 
cleaning up some of the timing issues in-
volved in filing the complaint, preliminary 
examinations, and the hearing itself. These 
matters come up in chapters five, six and in 
section 8.01 of chapter eight. 
Finally, Fields would like to provide 
future Honor Courts with some form of 
sentencing guidance. Codes provisions 
analogous to the Federal Sentencing 
Guidelines would probably be unwork-
able and too.large of an undertaking be-
cause of the amount of different viola-
tions and mitigating circumstances .in-
volved, according to Fields. Instead, ~e 
proposes a list of previous charges and 
convictions to give the Court.guidance in 
their own decision . . 
A copy. of the Honor C~e. is provided 
to all law stud~nts in their studt:.nt. hand- . 
book. The second forum is likely to be hel_d 
during the first half of February. 
Gay and lesbian Law Student's As-
. sociation: $200 for membership, a film 
and a re!=eption. 
International Law Society: $1,055 for 
membership, a lecture by a foreign ser-
vice officer, an international_ law career 
panel, a seminar on the North American 
Free Trade Agreement, and a conference 
on international human rights. 
lntrainurals: $1,213 for the sports 
program, including $433 for softball and 
$780 for basketball. 
Jewish Law Student's Association: 
$320, including $50 each for Purim and 
Passover ceremonies, $45 for member-
ship, and $150 for a speaker. 
Land Use and Planning Association: 
$205 for a conference on water resources 
law. 
La Raza law Student's Association: 
The Hispanic organization received 
$1,075 for a banquet, a speaker on 
NAFT A, a Moot ·court program for 
Latinos, social events, and an event com-
memorating Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion. 
Appellate Moot Court Board: $3,640 
for the Board's Constitutional law, crimi-
nal law and IL tort competitions supple-
ments the university's budget lines. 
Motions: $800 for a photographic 
scanner. 
Native American Law Student's As-
sociation: $860 for .a speaker and altpow 
· wow." 
Phi Alpha Delta: $1,825 for recruit-
ment, initiation, a volleyball tournament 
and the USD Law Student Directory. 
Phi Delta Phi: The law fraternity re-
ceived $650 for membership,_ initiation, 
a human rfghts conference and a 
mentoring party. 
. Public lnte.rest law Foundation: 
$964 for a meeting, ,11 career fair, the 
Foundation's "Rac·e Judicata" fundraising 
run, regi~trationJees and newsletters. 
Thomas More Society: The organi-
. zation for Roman Catholic law students 
received $341 for hospitality, a find Mass 
banquet, an award plaque, a_dvertising for 
speakers and a Red Mass. 
Women's law Caucus: The Law 
School's largest and most active organi-
zation-received $i,075Jor its March-eel~, 
ebration of Women's History Month. 
In addition to the funds distributed 
as above, many student organizations 





The SBA's general budget is con-
tained in the "President's Discretion- · 
ary Budget." These monies fund pro-
grams not organized by particular stu-
dent groups but by the SBA Council 
for all students. This · is the first se-
mester in which this budget was dis-
closed. 
ABA Conventions $800.00 
Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistance Program 150.00 
Budget Hearings 30.00 
Graduation Party 
Rental/Food 5800.00 
Disc Jockey 500.00 
Wine 175.00 
Miscellaneous 125.00 




Main Speakers 500.00 
. Professionalism 
Seminar 300.00 
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__ Life in the Jungle: 
The Dating Gym 
BY EuzABETif FRIEDLAND I started exercising this year. This was a very big step for me. I've 11ever been 
one to exercise and I come from a family of 
immobiles. No one in my family moves. 
Even a broken remote control didn't cause 
a setback for my parents. They just moved 
the T.V. closer to the bed, so they could 
change the channels with their feet. 
I guess I've always been secretly proud 
of the fact I come from lazy folk. People 
that go to gyms are so obnoxious. They 
flit about hours before, just to show off 
their tushies in spandex. Then they flit 
about, hours afterward, in those same 
smelly shorts, dripping with their status 
sweat. Big deal. I have sweat glands. I 
could sweat too, if I wanted. 
But turning twenty-five changed me. 
No, it wasn't because my body started 
deteriorating. I've been lucky there. I 
never had a good body. It's always been 
terrible. That's the one thing I'm grate-
ful for. While my friends are kvetching 
that their stomachs aren't as flat as they 
used to be and that their thighs never 
used to rub, I can rejoice! My stomach 
has always bulged and I've always heard 
the gentle hum of the inside of my jeans 
rubbing. 
I decided, however, that it was time 
after all these years, to see how the other 
half lives. The Exercisers. The Physi-
cally Fit. Plus, I thought I might meet 
some men. Ok, ok, but can you blame 
me? 
I joined the Y; The cheapest club 
around. My friend Susan joined the one-
with neon lights and televisions. She 
urged me to join by tempting me with 
visions of stairmasters and T.V.'s tuned 
to Seinfeld. Seinfeld and exercising at 
the same time? She had clearly lost her 
mind. There's something very wrong with 
that picture. Seems creepy. Almost un-
American. 
So now I aerobicise four times a 
week. And I haven't met any men. Or 
any men worth meeting. There's the oc-
casional bald man and younger scary 
looking guys, but the worthy ones lift 
weights. I can respect that. Lifting 
weights is so masculine. Big, strong, 
. arms and shoulders... There's nothing 
masculine about a man working out his 
inner thigh. 
As· for the women at the Y, they' re 
very un-intimidating. Few gorgeous 
women decked out for aerobics formals. 
No, these are mommies, grandmas and 
students who have eaten one to many 
slices of pizza. I fit in perfectly. 
And the aerobic instructors? They-'re 
mathematically inept. They can't count .. 
My teacher tells us to do four more leg 
lifts--four, three, two, one! Then she 
yells, ten, nine, eight and counts down to 
zero. Still, she cheers for one more set 
and proceeds to count for three more. 
It's impossible to understand aerobic 
math. 
These same teachers don't even do . 
the full routine. They take frequent 
breaks. While we're side stepping, 
they're fixingtheir headphones. While 
we're grapevining, they're adjusting the 
stereo. While we're · knee-squatting, 
Please Turn to Page 6, Column3 
Christmas: Ou_r Hero's Misguided, Holiday 
Sleighride Through Hell and Points South 
BY S.P. JoNES With the law firm job, for which I had interviewed, snatched out of 
my hands by cruel fate, I was 
forced to seek other means of gainful em-
ployment. My keen business savvy lead me 
to stumble upon a gem of an opportunity 
over the holidays: to be a shopping mall 
Santa Claus. The interview went particu-
larly well, especially my rousing medley of 
"White Christmas," "Frosty the Snowman," 
and Black Sabbath's "War Pigs," and there- . 
fore I was quite surprised when I learned I 
did not get the job. Maybe the decision not 
to enlist my services as Old St. Nick had 
something to do with where I had hung the 
mistletoe, but such a petty miscalculation 
surely was not reason enough to shoo away 
an otherwise bright and shining candidate 
to wear those ol' red and whites. No, I felt 
it was cruel fate once again playing its dirty 
tainted hand against me and this time, by 
God, I was not going to be trumped. After 
hearing the bad news about not getting the 
· job, I immediately set down the phone and 
began to plan my pext move. I would be 
Santa, at all costs, well maybe not at all 
Malatov Coffee: 
BY ERNEST BELL 
A gainst my better judgment I will herein 
flreveal the mystical and arcane practice 
of how a movie critic critiques. I do so in 
full knowledge that those of you who have 
read to this point ( and thank you for reading 
this far, by the way) may completely lose 
respect for me and my contemporaries. But 
who's fooling who? Critics, respected, same 
sentence? Patooey. 
Some of you may use this information 
to become critics yourselves. And so a 
warning: the only more disliked subspecies 
of humanity than conservative, Michelin 
Man-looking talk show hosts named after 
the feeling of drug-induced intoxication are 
bad critics (never mind the oxymoron 
cracks). Not a big deal unless you mind 
preceding vermin on the food chain. 
All right then. The critic decides the 
merit of a movie according to what I like to 
call the James Joyce Test, although those 
"in the know" refer to it as "Le Examen du 
costs. I had only-two dollars and change, 
and that sure as hell wouldn't buy me a 
Santa outfit. However it did manage to buy 
a lovely, 40 ounce of Schlitz. With that fine 
ale sifting through my system, I set out to 
hunt me down a Santa outfit. 
Let it be known, the Salvation Army 
bell, although not created for this purpose, 
makes an incredible, diversionary noise. Its 
deafening tones, drown out any sound a 
person might make while sneaking and 
scheming. Needless to say, what with all 
the ringing that Salvation Army bell was 
making, the Santa shaking it never heard 
me coming. The noise from the bell cov-
ered my fast approaching footsteps perfectly, 
and I was upon Santa in a flash. It only took 
about two solid blows to the head to bring 
the old man down. I was beginning to think 
that all those Karate movies I watched were 
finally beginning to pay off. I dragged the 
body down a nearby alley and took off his 
Santa outfit. I tried it on: a little baggy, but 
it would have to do. I looked to the ground 
and noticed thathis hand was still clutching 
the Salvation Army pot, chock full of Holi-
day donations. Now, no one can deny that 
the Laws of the Jungle dictated that I take 
that money, as a matter of fact, even the old 
man would be disappointed if I did not; he 
had been felled by a better more worthy 
· opponent in the field of battle and everyone 
knows that to the victor go the spoils. I am 
sure that no sane jury-member would want 
to have seen me break this time honored 
tradition. I scooped up the money and put it 
in my big red pocket. To complete my 
mission, I needed some reindeer and so I 
set out for the "Pound." 
I stopped my pilgrimage in frontof"R. 
Smeed's House O' Liquor and Pornogra-
phy." I noted how busy it seemed for the 
Holidays, "Late X-mas shoppers," I sur-
mised as I went in. The money from the 
Salvation Army pot was enough to buy 3 
more 40 ounces of Schlitz. 
''Tis the season to be jolly!" I said to 
the cashier, as I passed the money over the 
counter. "Oh, and give me a pack of ~those 
'Hustler' cards, I forgot to get my Grand-
mother a present." I put the gift in my big _ 
red pocket and headed South. 
Please Turn to Page 12, Column 1 
Playing Arormd with "The piano" 
'Chien Andalou."' Fancy-shmancy names 
for a test that asks, "Was the movie coher-
ent and understandable?" Any answer 
within spitting distance of"yes" means that 
the flick sucked. A "no" rates such superla-
tives as "monumental," "drenching," "inde- -. 
scribable," and my person~l favorite, "un-
likely." Put differently, David Lynch has 
yet to fail the James Joyce Test. Make no 
mistake, ambiguity and surrealism are not 
enemies of a well-done movie, but neither 
are they qualifiers for a good one. 
Really no secret at all, right? Anyone 
whose initial response was "Huh?" to a 
flick universally hailed as "important 
moviemaking" has suspected this all along. 
The encroachment of post-modernism into 
American cinema has increased the number 
of movies proclaimed as "must-see," and, in 
direct proportion, moviegoers emerging from 
theaters repeating "Huh?" like a mantra. 
The Piano: Is . there a feminist in the 
house? 
"Huh?" most adequately describes The 
Piano. It is not a complimentary "Huh?" 
It is a "Huh?" of someone who for hours 
stares at one of those hidden picture post-
ers and sees nothing. Everyone else 
smile& and says they get it and "How 
clever!" and you feel like they're playing 
a big joke on you? That would the "Huh?" 
of which I speak. 
What is most strikingly confusing 
about The Piano is that it is supposed to 
be a straightforward love story. Set pre-
sumably during the Victorian period, 
Holly Hunter (seen most recently in The 
Firm) is a mail-order bride who travels 
to the jungles of New Zealand where she 
weds Sam Neill ( of Jurassic Park), some 
sort of farmer. Neill draws the hell fury 
of Hunter when he refuses to transport 
her gra!1d piano through rain forest hill 
Please Tum to Page 12, Column 3 
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Tt's the last night before our first mid 
.lterm exam. In another 14 1/2 hours my 
section will be sitting down to our Con-
tracts exam. I don't know what the last 
week of your life was like but I got to see 
sides of people I never saw before. Prior 
to this study period I had thought that 
law school was a real drag and full of a 
lot of stiffs. I didn't think I would ever 
have any fun around here, but the last 
week has been full of surprises. 
The fun started the first time I ever 
took a practice test in a group situation. 
What began as four or five of us ex-
panded into 10 and a near fist fight when 
one guy refused to show another fellow 
his flow charted answer then said he 
wouldn't share anything with someone 
who wouldn't spit on him if he was on 
fire . That was an interesting moment to 
have been part of, right in the middle of 
· the library's first floor. Not only did we 
have drama that night but the old maxim 
two heads are better than one, came to 
life as every single possible issue on the 
practice test was dissected by the IO of 
us. It was the most fun I've had since I 
got here: But the amount of testosterone 
was a bit intense and as an alternative to 
the «White Mens Brain Trust" I handed 
out invitations to a few of my sisters to 
join the "Girls Just Want To-Have Fun & · 
Be Successful At The Same Time" test 
taking group. That was helpful, but cer-
tainly not as dramatic as the night before. 
But by then I was hooked and became a · 
test vr'hore, picking up groups whenever I 
could. I left my husband just so I could 
be one-half mile from school in the apart-
ment of the "Wild Woman" of B section. 
I rolled out of bed at 7:30 and was at 
school each morning by eight or nine. I'd 
cruise tbe library trying to pick up testers 
and lure them into private rooms for mind 
melds. The different styles of problem 
_ attack skills was really stimulating to see. 
I wanted more. I would leave at IO or 11 
each night still not satisfied. Each day 
was another opportunity to play with more 
people. 
There- was one particular minion of 
darkness who has been my confidant and 
big time gossip partner for months now 
who butted his way into the "Girls Just 
Want To Have Fun Group" and in the 
past week we have spent every day to-
gether. In that time we have developed a 
private language of English, Yiddish and 
French mixed with code names for the 
people we collectively love and hate. He 
and his girlfriend just moved here from 
Atlanta and she doesn' t know anyone yet 
so she came to our study group and hm_tg 
out with us, all day, every day. I had 
heard so much about her and had only 
met her a few times. I fell in love . with 
her, as did lots of men who came into our 
test taking vortex. I made a new friend. 
But not everyone was as supportive as 
Beth. 
It was interesting to note the glee 
that particular classmates -would have 
when trying to psych out the other testers. 
Arnold Schwarzenneger used to do the 
same thing the night before Mr. Olympia 
or Mr. World matches. He would go 
· around to the rooms of the other com-
petitors and subtlety throw them off by 
being so sure of himself. After a while of 
being in rooms of people who knew all 
the numbers of all the Civ Pro statutes, I 
started to feel really inadequate, like other 
peopie knew so much more than I. Then 
one n'ight after defending what I thought 
was a really insightful interpretation of 
my contract test and being condescended 
to by two of my new smart alee test tak- -
ing buddies, I found support for my posi-
tion from the brotherhood of Frick and 
Frack. Now Frick and Frack are joined at 
the hip. You never see one without the 
other. And because they are so exclusive, 
shunning the company of others and only 
studying together there is a question of 
whether these are two drowning men try-
ing to save each other or maybe they are . 
so smart they just don't want to castpearls 
before swine by studying with the rest of 
us trash. Anyway I have always respected 
and defended their friendship and thought 
they were probably a mini "White Mens 
Brain Trust" so I felt grateful and vindi~ · 
cated when they agreed with my interpre-
tation of my contract& tes,\ .and h~d eve1,1 
talked about that test with the teacher 
that day and he agreed · with my ideas 
too!!! This was the first' time I had ever 
talked to either of them and here they 
were agreeing with me. That night when I 
ran into my two know it all pals in the 
parking lot I had a few choice words for 
them. Something about what they could 
do to themselves and the horse they road 
in on. But for all the ragging we gave 
each other, I must say I really enjoyed 
playing with them. 
_ New talents arose from unexpec.ted 
sources. Lots of different people whom I 
never suspected could get in front of a 
class and teach, did brilliant jobs of ex-
plaining Property, Civ Pro and Contracts. 
We had classes that lasted half an hour to 
two-and-a-half hours led by my fellow 
students where more was taught, ex-
plained and learned then in any regular 
class taught by any oi our teachers. In the 
middle of the week I can up and told my 
contracts teacher that I loved him and 
without missing a beat he just looked at 
me and said, "I know Belinda;" I cried 
two times and was directly in; olved in 
three illegal activities. I got about fiveor 
six hours sleep each night and called home 
every day to get a report. Not being able 
to leaarn of world affairs but through 
these calls home I learned that Frank 
Zappa had died and someone opened 
fire in a New York City train killing a 
bunch of people. Meanwhile back at the 
ranch, I had a lot of laughs, made lots of 
new friends and tomorrow we shall see if 
it was all worth it. Only another eight 
days and four exams to go before it is all · 
over: For now anyway ... 
Bored? Conlasecl? Loney? Write to . 
Motions! We can't help, bat·lt it would · 
amuse your .classmates to hear about it! 
Football, Baseball, Tennis and .Other · 
Distractions From Studying 
BY .ERIC SIEGLER Football--Superbowl rematch of Dallas vs. Buffalo. Even as a Dallas fan this 
isn' t exactly a dream matchup. The Bills, 
stars of the AFC, are the patsies of the 
NFC. I don't think there is anyone, 
especially the television networks, who 
doesn't wish it was a Kansas City vs. San 
Francisco matchup. Even diehard Buf-
falo and Cowboy fans admit it would be 
a better game. Emmit Smith wins the 
NFL rushing title even though he missed 
three fuH games. The only thing more 
· amazing is that Rams rookie Jerome Bettis 
almost beat him and he didn't really get 
going till game five. 
Baseball--1 hear Andy Benes thinks 
that the baseball players are going to 
strike this season. Its nice to know that 
players with a minimum salary of 
$106,000 not including meal money, free 
travel and lodging think that they aren't 
getting all the benefits that they deserve . . 
The latest problem with the owner's pro-
posal is that they want to get rid of arbi-
tration and institute a salary cap. First, 
arbitration. Where else can a player who 
hit .200 or won seven games go to get a 
raise? Good example, Scott Erickson. 
After posting his worst season ever (eight . 
wins, 5.19 ERA) for a team that finished 
near the cellar, he is asking for a million 
dollar raise from his 1 + million dollar 
salary. 
Second, salary cap players listen up: 
If you don't allow owners like Tom 
Werner to have a cap on the salaries, 
small market teams will continue to lose 
money and have to move or fold. It isn't 
· good to destroy your job market just so 
you can 'm'ake ·e1ghfin:illion ihste~d of 
seven. Speaking of the .Padres, they can 
afford $ 1.2 million for Bip Roberts no;_, 
but one year ago, they couldn't even by a 
©1992 Tribune Media Services ...,. . . 
True Romance 
(Continued From Page 5) 
they're fixing their bra-straps. No won-
der they can teach everyday. We work 
harder than they do. 
But when I don't feel like ·flailing· 
about, I go to the weight room, sit on a 
bike, and watch men and women flirt. 
They don't speak with their voices, but 
with their bodies. I've seen an entire 
courtship and .marriage proposal by two 
parties who never said one word to each 
other. First the man flexed a hello to the 
woman. Then she squeezed . her 
abdominals back shyly. Eventually, he 
added weights, showing bis dedication 
and willingness to commit to the rela-
tionship. She showed her yearning for 
hamburger, let alone pay players . .,\Maybe 
there was some money under that new 
tarp they'll be putting over the upper 
deck. 
Basketball--For those who think John 
Starks of the Knicks is a star, remember 
he shoots less than 40% from the field. 
Against Orlando, he was seven for 21 
shooting and scored 21 points. If he 
takes 10 less of those shots and passes 
the ball off, he goes 4-11 with 15 points 
and someone who shoots fifty percent 
may make five (10 points) already a 
difference of four points which would 
have won the game. If Derrick Coleman 
goes to the Lakers, do you think Worthy 
can make him grow up? Think about 
how good the Lakers will be with 
Coleman and a lottery pick. Wouldn't 
the joke be on Dallas if they only get the 
third pick in the lottery after winning 
only two games all year? 
Hockey--The all-star game, no check-
ing so 109 shots were taken and the score 
was 9-8. So who wins the MVP? Goalie 
Mike Richter who saved 21 of 23 shots. 
Its too bad that the Kings are doing worse 
than the Mighty Ducks. No other team in 
pro sports began as a movie about a kids 
team. Next baseball expansion, the Bad 
News Bears will be formed. Don't kid 
yourself, no matter what the Rangers do 
in the regular season, they'll never win 
the big game. 
Tennis--What happened to all the 
stars? Monica Seles is still out and prob-
ably won't be the same player she was. 
Jennifer Capriati burned out at 16, 
Martina Navratolova is still hanging on 
butwho cares? On the men's side, with 
Joh'n McEnroe·and AitdreAgassr playing 
exhibitions and Ivan· Lend! never recov-
ered from injuries, the-men's tourney isn't . 
exactly grabbing headlines. 
family and fertility by displaying her in-
ner leg muscle strength. I still don' t know 
if I was moved to tears, or if it was sweat 
dripping into my eyes. Either way, it was 
beautiful. 
So, have I copped an attitude, now 
that I work out? I admit that I wore ,my 
bike shorts to school, but that's because I 
was going to the gym directly after class. 
And I had the decency to wear a huge 
sweatshirt, to . cover my not so terrific 
asset. But I've tried to remember my 
roots. My parents may not exercise, but 
they're still good people. It wouldn't be 
right to reject my culture. So three times 
a week, I park myself on the couch and 
with glazed eyes and mouth hung open, I 
watch T.V. all evening. And remember 
where I came from. · 
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Editor's Note: The following was sub-
mitted by the author as a letter in re-
sponse to an article that ran in the De-
cember 1993 issue of MOTIONS. 
BY JIM BALLARD 
Academic Support Study Group Leader I'm writing this letter in response to April Spitzer's article entitled "Presented for 
Your Consideration ... A Few Questions." 
The end of the article asked for answers 
to her thought provoking questions and I 
think I can answer all the questions with 
one response: would you like some cheese 
with your whine? 
I'm assuming (hoping) that this jour-
nalistic endeavor was written tongue in 
cheek but there, are some things I find 
truly repugnant in the article, things that 
must be addressed. I'm referring ,specifi-
cally to the quote "What does our tuition 
go to anyway? The academic support 
group? (}L's, if you don't know what 
the academic support· group is, ask 
around. It could make for good coffee 
talk.)" 
This disparaging remark fosters the 
exact kind of discrimination that we are 
supposedly learning to fight in law school. 
The members of academic support are 
being unfairly singled out and subjected 
to criticism due to ignorant attitudes like 
that exhibited in Ms. Spitzer's article. 
Since there seems to be so much confu-
sion about the program, I am writing as a 
study group leader to dispel the myth. 
The first myth surrounding the pro-
gram is that it is nothing more than an 
outlining class. Contrary to popular be-
lief, no outlines are handed out in group. 
In fact, the study group leaders are strictly _ 
forbidden to do this. If you want to see 
the materials used by the study group 
leaders, go to the library and ask the 
front desk as all copies are kept there. 
The academic support group is truly 
a study group. A typical class involves 
answering questions about previously 
covered material and also answering ques-
tions about how to outline or how to more 
effectively study but not giving students 
outlines. Nothing goes on in the aca-
demic support group that you couldn't 
get from asking your mentor or any friend 
in the second or third year. I find it 
ironic that anyone would complain about 
the outlining aspect anyway. I would 
guess that 80-90% of all first year stu-
dents have an outline of some sort given 
to them from a student who has already 
had the class . . 
The second myth surrounding the 
program is that the academic support stu-
dents are somehow gaining an advantage 
because the study group leaders are teach-
ing the class material. It would be pre-
tentious for any student to think he/she 
could better teach the course than the 
professor. It simply doesn ' t happen. 
Likewise, the study group leaders do not 
prep the students on what is going to be 
asked by the professor in :subsequent 
classes. There are no answers given out, 
no helpful hints provided. In actuality, 
the study group leaders only go over.pre~ 
Please Tum to Page 9, Column 1 
Academic Support Program: Questions Left 
Unanswered by Law School Administrators 
Authors Shed Some 
Light on the Academic 
Support Program--Much 
Controversy, But Path to 
Calm is Clear 
BY APRIL SPITZER AND GEOFF MORRISON The University of San Diego School of Law maintains an Academic Sup 
port Program ("ASP") which is de-
signed to aid in the retention of first year 
students identified by the administration 
as being at risk of attrition. As part of 
it's mission, the ASP provides academic 
assistance to individuals participating in 
the program. Such assistance centers 
around student-run tutorials. These tuto-
rials cover topics ranging from stress re-
duction to the detailed explanation of first 
year course curricula. 
Those who doubt the efficiency and 
success of the program are few and far 
between. _ Despite the current unavailabil-
ity of actual statistics, it remains virtually 
undisputed that both voluntary and manda-
tory attrition rates have declined among 
first year students. Nonetheless, recent con-
troversy has arisen as a result of perceived 
inequities with respect to the Academic 
Support Program ("ASP"). 
While reprobation is no stranger to the 
ASP, the majority of this year's critics ap~ 
pear to be first year students. The current 
controversy centers around both the pro-
cesses employed for the selection of first 
year attendees at ASP meetings, as well as 
the perceived academic advantages gained 
by ASP students through exclusive access 
to study materials and tutorials. 
In response to repeated requests, the 
Dean's Student Advisory Committe 
("DSAC") made several suggestions to the 
administration concerning modifications 
which would alleviate student concerns. 
Ultfma~e K• tf!~ administration circulated a 
mem ) potporting to justify both the exist-
ence and mission of the Academic Support . 
·Program. While the memo inade headway 
in addressing many of tlie questions sur-
rounding the nature of the ASP, it failed to 
alleviate concerns among many students. 
For those of you who missed the memo, 
it is reproduced on this page. 
At a meeting of the Faculty Student 
Relation Committtee ("FSRC"), the 
admininstration,_ in conjunction with the 
Academic Support Program ("ASP") staff, 
presented a memo drafted in response to 
concerns voiced by students with respect 
to the Academic Support Program. At the 
meeting, the ASP's memo was circulated 
and discussed, and was ultimately distrib-
uted to the student body. 
At the meeting Professor Roche ad-
dressed concerns related to the mission of 
the ASP. Professor Roche indicated that 
tlj: ASP began as an outgrowth of the law 
school's affirmative action program. He 
noted that in the intial stages of the affir-
mative action program, the lack of diversely 
qualified student retention served as the 
biggest threano ·the survival ·of the pro-
gram. THe· ASP was established;as a re~ 
sponse to retention difficulties, and was 
designed to further the needs of the affir- · 
mative action program. - T "h e 
ASP has since divorced itself from the af0 
firmative action (now called 'diversity') 
program. Nonetheless, there remains sig-
nificant overlap between the two programs. 
For example, according to both FSRC mem-
ber Robert Little and ASP Associate Di-
rector Janet Madden, while race and 
ethnicity are not factors which are conclu-
sive iri determining the eligibility of a stu-
dent for the Aca- 1 · 
demic Support Pro- --.-~ 
gram, such factors 
are, nonetheless, 
dispositive. 
continuing failure to identify the true crite-
ria used for selection to the ASP. While 
the memo states that numerical indicators 
(i.e., GPA and LSAT scores) play an im-
portant role in the selection process, other 
factors are also listed without any refer-
ence to relative significance. As a result, 
many students remain confused as to what · 
qualifies any par-
ticular individual for 
admission to the 
ASP. 
The memo also 
suggests that stu-
. dents' complaints 
about unfair advan-
tage are iii-founded 
insofar as "[a]ll ma-
terials distributed in 
the study groups--
quizzes, hypo-
theticals and the 
like--are available 
on reserve at the cir-
culations desk of the 
LRC . ... " While 
this statement is 
true, it implies, ei-
As a result of 
such overlap, sev-
eral members of the 
FSRC expressed 
concerns indepen-
dent of those ad-




a desire to better 
define the mission 
of the Academic 
Support Program; 
i.e., is it the role of 
the ASP to serve as 
a tacit supplement 
ASP Administrator Tanet Madden iher intentionally or 
' through oversight, 
to the law school's diversity program, or is 
it to aid in the retention of all students who 
need additional assistance? 
Many students have expressed con-
cerns over what they perceived to be the 
superficiality and condescending tone of . 
the memo circulated by the administration. 
Of primary concern is the adminis_tration's 
that ASP materials have always been placed 
on reserve at the LRC. This however, is not 
the case. According to SBA President Brad 
Fields, this is a "new modification [to] the 
program." Bob Little,,,a member of the 
Faculty Student Relations Committee (to -
Please tum to Page 9, Column 3 
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The Administration's View 
Consistent with goals articulated by the University of San Diego, 
the American Bar Association, and the Association of American Law 
Schools, the law school is committed to . enrolling a diverse student 
body to enrich the learning experience and improve the legal profes-
sion and justice system. Every student admitted to USD law school 
possesses qualities and/or accomplishments Indicating the capability 
of dQing satisfactory law school work. 
The schopl offers an Academic Support Program for students who 
are expected to need assistance with legal analysis and writing. 
Participation In the program is completely voluntary. Studen~ who are 
lnvltedto participate are those who bring diversity and other valued 
qualities to the school, · but who may be at a higher risk of . non-
retention without help in overcoming artificial obstacles to realizing 
their full academic potential. · 
Before classes begin, the Director and Associate Director of the 
program review numerous admission files, identifying approximately 
30-40 students t_tiey think will most need the help the program provides. 
Obviously, there is no perfect way to decide who has the greatest 
need for extra help in law school. Ideally, all students would have 
access to the Academic Support Program if they felt they neede.d it; 
but USD has very limited resources to devote to this program and the 
study groups must remain small .if they are to be effective. 
In deciding which students are at higher risk initially, and should 
therefore be included In the program, the Director and Associate 
Director condsider a wide variety of factors. Among these, numerical 
indicators-the LSAT and undergraduate GPA-are pQrticularly impor-
tant because they are the only standardized measures available. · .. 
Serious physical-and learning disabilities are also considered/ as well as 
any other factors which the Director and Associate Director 'consider ·; 
tq .be str<;>ng .indjcator~ _of .n.eed ,for e~g_ t)~lp. ____ .. ,, _- .- _ .,, ., . ,_, _ 
Race and ethnicity per se are not are ·not reasons for inclusion in ' 
the program. Under our criteria, there are minority and non-minority 
students who are eligible, and-minority and non-minority students who 
pre not ellgible, I The S<:Jrne, ls:ttue ror·st(Jdents-with disabilities., -No single 
f~ ,..._ ____________________________ __, r 11- --. 1 _. ... , } • 1Ue,ase!Tum· to/'age, 9,>Colu,rin 3 . ',::. ··~ 
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Life's Apologia: A Survey of Life-Affirming 
Arguments Against Abortion in America 
Editors Note: . The following opinion ar-
ticle was .submitted to MOTIONS by Loyola 
Law School Students Vince Farhat and 
Michael Shonafelt. Due to the controversy 
surrounding the abortion issue we deem it 
prudent to remind our readers that opin-
ions con;ained within this newspaper are 
solely the responsibility of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
University of San Diego, MOTIONS, or its 
editorial board. 
BY MICHAEL SHONAFELT AND 
VINCE L. FARHAT T:e abortion issue is at once clouded by hysterics and yet unmistakably 
clear in the minds of those involved 
in either side of the debate. Like no 
other issue, abortion has divided Ameri-
cans into two hostile camps: pro life and 
pro choice. The irony of this bitter con-
troversy is that the vast majority of people 
on each side hold that life is dear and 
view abortion as a tragic symptom of 
greater societal ills. 
In the midst of a debate often domi-
nated by emotion, the pro-life commu- . 
nity has failed to articulate a unified and 
cohesive line of reasoning in support of 
the unborn. This article attempts to de-
fine the pro- life premise of personhood 
as well as advance a series of four logical 
arguments in support of the unborn. The 
ultimate objective of this article is the 
promotion of a reasoned and civil discus-
sion on the issues inherent in this contrn-
versy. 
I. The crux of the dispute: What is 
human life? 
At the crux of the abortion dispute is 
a fundamental disagreement over the un-
derstanding of what is human life. Nei-
ther position can be accused of not hold-
ing life dear and worthy of constitutional 
protection, but questions regarding the 
essence of life, and when life begins have 
both sides in bitter conflict. Before ar-
guing a pro life position, the human sta-
tus of the unborn must be established as a 
basic premise. 
Two clear lines of thought may be 
drawn_regarding the status of the unborn. 
The pro choice community has expressed 
a fundamentally extrinsic view 
of the value of life, while the pro 
tinct from personhood itself. Such a defi-
nition of human life is entirely subjective 
and utilitarian and can be modified at the 
whim of political expedie_ncy. 
In contrast, the pro life movement 
has held that life has intrinsic value, a 
value in anq of itself. Such a view neces-
sarily engenders an understanding that 
human life extends from the first mo-
ments of its genesis in the uterus and 
beyond, in a continuum, to the grave. 
Life is not de-
fined by terms 
of viability or 




the stages of its 
development. 




there exists a 
life with 
. boundless po-
tential for all 




life should not 
be subject to 
our uncertain 
and indiscrimi-
nate notions of 
what should or 
should not be 
deemed worthy of constitutional protec-
tion. 
Err in favor of the most fundamental right 
The divergence of opinion regarding 
the definition of human life indicates that 
there is an unresolved question as to when 
life begins. While both camps hold that 
life is precious and worthy of preserva- · 
lion, the question persists . Against this 
backdrop of dispute, we weigh two basic 
rights : life, in the protection of the un-
born child, and liberty, the mother's right 
to privacy. Life as a fundamental right is 
such definitions as viability. Justice 
Blackmon, writing for the majority in Roe 
v. Wade used the term viability as a basis 
of jurisdiction for when the state could 
prohibit abortions. Viability according 
to the court is the point of "capability of 
meaningful life outside of the womb," 
approximately after the beginning of the 
third trimester. This capricious concept 
becomes meaningless as medical break-
throughs push the point of viability closer 
and closer towards conception. Research 
in the fields of prenatal medicine also 
indicates that the forming fetus exists as 
a living, functioning entity distinct from 
the bodily functions of the mother. Within 
the first trimester of development, the 
embryo has its own blood type; nervous 
system, brian activity, and all of its or-
gans functioning on their own. 
II. Abortion and the . Feminist Move-
ment 
One of the great ironies of the abor-
tion controversy is that abortion has al-
ways been championed by the 
feminist movement. Abortion 
life camp has viewed human life 
as having intrinsic value. 
Two notions of personhood 
In the politics of the pro 
choice movement the value of 
human life is often seen in terms 
of quality, viability and some-
times productivity. The promo-
tion of euthanasia is one expres-
sion of this outlook. Life has 
little value if it cannot be lived 
in relative "quality," free of suf-
fering, genetic defect, handicap, 
neglect, etc. 
Representative of this extrin-
sic view of life is a statement by 
Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders. 
"Abortion has had an important 
As feminism continues to assert the woman· s 
place in society, it has neglected to promote 
one of the most eminent and unique attributes 
of womanhood. The movement has used its 
great political clout to conform womanhood 
to the standards of society rather than change 
masculine society's lopsided concepts of femi-
ninity. Abortion has too often been the pana-
cea to force women into a societal mold that 
denies their contributions. Abortion continues 
to provide the enabling catalyst to preserve 
intact all the societal iniquities that favor fa-
therhood over motherhood and the preserva-
tion of masculine traits at the violent expense 
of femininity. 
fits neatly into the context of a 
society centered on masculine 
values. For many, abortion is 
the only out when the alterna-
tive is a lost career, the unbear-
able economic burden of single 
motherhood, or the stigma at-
tached to the unexpected preg-
nancy. Society's harsh imposi-
tions on motherhood offer more 
incentives for abortion than de-
terrences. 
Although the feminist 
movement states that there are 
interests at stake for women such 
as personal liberty in parenting 
and sexual behavior, abortion is 
essentially a denial of mother-
and positive public heath effect... Abor..: 
tion has reduced the number of children 
affected with sever defects. The number 
of Down's Syndrome infants in Wash-
ington State in 1976 was 64% lower than 
it would have been without legal abor-
tion.'.' 
For the unborn, this outlook is also 
expressed in terms of viability. Fetal life 
cannot claim 14th Amendment protec-
tion. · Viability;-..Qirth and subsequent in-
dependence from'--the mother, defines 
when such protection begins. In each 
case, personhood is defined in an extrin-
sic manner, by terms outside of and dis-
the underlying principle for all other 
rights protected by the Constitution. The 
right of liberty derives fromJife and is 
meaningless apart from it. Where there 
is an uncertainty about the nature of hu-
mari life, we must err in favor of life as 
· the most basic and crucial of rights of the 
unborn. 
Science and Viability 
Medical science also helps to estab-
lish the premise of the existence of hu-
man life within the womb. Not only does 
scientific research indicate the presence 
of something more than a protoplasmic 
blob, but it also renders purely arbitrary 
• -· - ..._ ,J 
hood, a rejection of women's unique bio-
logical and societal role. The feminist 
position has always celebrated the dis-
tinctive contributions of womanhood and 
the qualities that separate women from 
men. · One of these defining traits is the 
ability to create and nurture life, the two 
qualities inherent in motherhood. In light 
of the feminist objective to acclaim the 
unique attributes of women, the societal 
promotion of abortion serves as a denial 
of the feminist claim. 
As feminism continues to assert the 
woman's place in society, it has neglected 
to promote one of the most eminent and 
unique attributes of womanhood. The 
movement has used its great political 
clout to conform womanhood to the$tan-
dards of society rather than change mas-
culine society's lopsided concepts · o{ 
femininity. Abortion has too often been 
the panacea to force women into a soci-
etal mold that denies their contributions. 
Abortion continues to provide the en-
abling catalyst to preserve intact aU the 
societal iniquities that favor fatherhood 
over mother-
hood and the 
preservation 
of masculine 










child is a hu-
man life, it 
follows that it 




is unable to 
assert her 
constitutional 
rights. She is 
unable to as-
sert her rights 
because her 
life is within the exclusive control of oth-
ers for nine months. As such, the unborn 
person is a member of a class of people 
who are by any definition powerless and 
oppressed. 
The Equal Protection and Due Pro-
cess Clauses of the 14th Amendment to 
the Constitution can be construed nar-
rowly or generally. A narrow construc-
tion would imply that the drafters of the 
amendment only intended to protect freed 
slaves. This narrow construction would 
deny equal protection and due process to 
an array of oppressed classes including 
women, Latinos, African Americans, gays 
and lesbians and the handicapped. A 
more accepted and general approach is 
to extend the 14th Amendment protec-
tion to all oppressed classes of people. 
This general construction today enjoys 
almost universal acceptance among prac-
titioners, judges and scholars. 
If unborn persons are powerless and 
oppressed as a class, and the 14th Amend-
ment applies equally to all oppressed 
classes, then the Constitution's equal pro-
tection and due process protections must 
be extended to the · unborn. State laws 
allowing unrestricted first trimester abor-
. tions clearly "deprive" the unborn per-
son of"life, liberty and property, without 
due process oflaw" and further deny them 
"equal protection of the laws." The U.S. 
Supreme Court would have strong 
grounds to correct the injustice of Roe v. 
Wade on the basis of this reasoning. 
IV. Roe v. Wade: Sloppy Jurispru-
dence 
Even if the court chooses to avoid 
championing the affirmative civil rights 
of unborn persons.,. there are ample 
grounds to reverse its holding in Roe v. 
Wade. 
The court's statement of facts shows 
nothing to indicate that the plaintiff Roe 
was in her first trimester of pregnancy as 
· Please turn to Page 9, Column l 
Abortion 
(Continued from Page 8) 
lows that the rights found in the Bill.of 
Rights (or construed by the Court to fol-
low from the intent of the framers) can-
of the date of the lawsuit, in fact she was not infringe upon primary rights. For 
no longer pregnant by the time the case example, the derivative right of free 
reached the courts. In his dissent, Justice speech codified in the First Amendment 
Rehnquist wrote that "In deciding such a does not have equal standing with the 
hypothetical lawsuit, the Court departs primary right of human liberty. Since · 
from the longstanding admonition that it_ derivative rights necessarily flow froip 
should never 'formulate a rule of consti: , primary rights, they cannot eclipse or i~ 
tutional law broader than is required by fringe upon the primary rights from which 
the precise factsJo .which it is to be- ap- they spring. 
plied."' When sets of competing rights are 
Under the guise of determining the involved, the test should include a proper 
intent of the drafters of the 14th Amend- "balancing" of primary and derivative 
ment, the majority engaged on the high- rights. As between these two types of 
est form of judicial legislation. The Court rights, the government must protect pri-
argued that the "right" to abort an unborn mary rights before considering deriva-
person was somewhere in the 14th tive rights. 
Amendment. When the 14th Amendment Three sets of rights are involved in 
was adopted in 1868, 36 states and terri- the case of abortion: those of the mother, 
tories had laws limiting abortion. The the father and the child. The unborn 
drafters passed the.amendment with full person's right to life is unquestionably a 
knowledge of the many state restrictions primary right. The mother's right to pri-
on abortion. A plain reading of history vacy is derivative because it had been 
shows that the drafters did not intent for construed through judicial interpretation 
the 14th Amendment to preempt the states as flowing from the concept of personal 
authority in this area. liberty, a primary right. The father's 
The court improperly removed the rights are clearly the most derivative in 
abortion issue from the states and in so nature since neither his life, nor his body 
doing, dealt a serious blow to the prin- is affected by the abortion decision. As 
ciple of federalism. A better approach between the unborn person's primary right 
would have been to place the burden on to life and the mother's derivative right 
pro choice advocates to pass a cons ii tu- to privacy, the government has a compel-
tional amendµient legalizing abortion. ling state interest to protect the unborn. 
V. The Social Contract Argument VI. Finding a Common Ground 
Aside from the legal and political Both sides of the abortion debate 
arguments outlined above, a compelling have engaged in name calling and hate 
argument in favor of life stems fr9m the mongering. The pro life community must 
liberal philosophi- acknowledge its 
cal legacy of John --------------• qua! role in foster-
Locke and Thomas If unborn persons -are powerless ing the hysteria 
Jefferson. and oppressed as a class. and that dominates our 
Locke wrote in the 14th Amendment applies civic discussion of 
his Two Treatises equally to all oppressed classes, this important civil 
that people enter then the Constitution's equal pro- rights issue. We 
"political or civil tection and due process protec- have attempted to 
society" to avoid tions must be extended to the un- define life in a 
the disturbances of born context that has 
the natural state. --------------- real meaning and 
He reasoned that gives rise to four 
people leave the state-of nature and ere- arguments in support of the unborn. 
ate a government to protect their rights _ It is our hope that those who oppose 
of "life, liberty and property." Jefferson-abortion and those who support abortion 
adopted this "contract" theory of govern~ rights will see a common ground that 
ment when he wrote in the Declaration of exists between them and search for ways 
Independence that all people have "... to cooperate. Nobody likes abortion. 
certain unalienable rights, that among Every mainstream member of either the 
these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of pro life or pro choice community would 
Happiness: .. That to secure these rights, welcome the chance to promote alterna-
governments are instituted among men ... " tives. Both camps can work together to 
Inherent in this liberal tradition is improve the social conditions that force 
the thesis that basic or primary rights are women into this difficult decision. We 
inalienable, flowing from God orthe natu- are optimistic in our belief that this de-
ral state. Government does not have the bate can become the catalyst for a mutual 
power to grant or restrict these rights, effort to provide a more nurturing and 
only to protect them. Chiefamong these just society, a society that values the care 
primary rights is the right to life. of its mothers and its children, regardless 
If primary rights cannot be denied or of the circumstance of birth. 
restricted by the government, then it fol-
Pro ASP 
(Continued from Page 7) 
viously covered material. 
The most compelling reason for the 
academic support group is that some stu-
dents really need the extra help. In this 
way, Ms. Spitzer' s insensitivity about the 
program honestly bothers me. Is she and 
others blind to the fact that learning dis-
abilities exist even in law school? Not 
everyone in the academic support group 
falls under this category but there are 
those with legitimate learning disabili-
ties such as · dyslexia and the like who 
truly need the extra help. Look around 
Ms. Spitzer, some of your classmates get 
to and from class in wheelchairs. And 
while you won't be able to spot people 
with internal learning disabilities, believe 
me when I say those people do exist and 
your insensitivity is truly astonishing. l 
for one applaud the school for going out 
their way to help these disadvantaged 
people. They do not deserved to be fur-
ther singled out due to the ignorance of a 
few students. 
In conclusion, I'd like to say that the 
academic support group does not deserve 
the bad rap that Ms. Spitzer and others 
have given it. These people should in-
stead focus on their own study habits and 
then they wouldn't have to worry that 
other students are getting some big ad-
vantage. Also, instead of taking swipes 
in the newspaper, people dissatisfied with 
the program should talk to Janet Madden 
and find out what the program is really 
about. I think when all the facts are in, 
people will realize the importance of the 
academic support group. 
In response, Ms. Spitzer refers the author 
and all others to the full and frank disc~s-
sion of her views and those of others in the 
main article of this sectioi... 
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Academic Support 
(Continued from Page 7) 
which the Memo was initially presented), 
confirmed that the Academic Support Pro-
gram LRC reserve policy is indeed a recent 
inovation. 
To the ASP' s credit, a visit to the LRC 
circulation desk will yield practice exams 
with sample answers, pop quizzes given by 
the ASP student leaders (complete with 
answers), hypothetical problems, informa.;. 
tion printed from Lexis, commercial out-
lines and hornbooks, and basic outlines of 
daily classes. Unfortunately, while the va-
riety of resources available in the ASP files 
atthe LRC circulation desk is impressive, a 
mere cursory examination of these files 
reveals the failure of the ASP staff to in-
clude materials from many of the tutorials 
held last semester. This lack of materials 
lends credence to the ASP detractors' claims 
that the ASP files on reserve in the LRC 
were placed there in belated response to 
the current spate of criticisms. 
Several students have complained that, 
even if all of the program's written materi-
als were placed on reserve at the LRC, 
ASP students would still possess a tremen-
dous advantage over non-ASP students. 
Specifically, critics point to the unavail-
ability to the general student population of 
information verbally disseminated to the 
members of the ASP group. This criticism 
is two-fold. 
First, several of the materials on re-
serve appear nearly useless without at least 
a modicum of instruction on how they are 
to be used. Since the authors/instructors 
associated with these materials are anony-
mous, there is no way for non-ASP stu-
dents to learn how such materials are to be 
used. Perhaps the administration should 
include the names of the student leaders to 
enable non-ASP students to better utilize 
the materials. 
Second, ASP group members appear 
to be receiving exam-taking tips which are 
not available to other students. For ex-
ample, one ASP group was reportedly told 
that, based on prior experience, Professor 
Kelly's contracts midterm would be a one 
issue test on duress. In fact, duress was the 
primary issue of the exam, and many stu-
dents/saw their ASP counterparts as ben-
eficiaries of an unfair advantage. While 
Prof. Kelly steadfastly denies that duress is 
a perennial favorite among midterm ex-
amination issues, calling the coincidence a 
"pure fluke", the fact remains that benefit 
was obtained by the ASP students. Nota-
bly, however, one ASP student achieved 
the high score in the fall 1993 midterm in 
first year Contracts. 
Additionally, the memo states that 
"[m]embers of the program who perform 
very well at the end of the first semester are 
no longer eligible." Again, this statement 
implies that such has always been the policy 
of the ASP. However, SBA President Brad 
Fields reports, "it is my understanding that 
students were rarely kicked out of the group, 
if ever." While Motions staff members 
were unable to locate anyone able to verify 
the veracity of the memo's statement, sev-
eral examples surfaced of students who were 
retained in the ASP even after making Law 
Review the first semester. 
The memo also states that "the Associ-
ate Director is, as always, available to ad-
vise all students who feel they may be hav-
ing difficulties." While this may be true, 
such contact should prove difficult given 
the fact that neither the Director nor the 
Associate Director were identified in the 
Memo. As one student noted, "it is not 
reassuring that the [unnamed] writers of 
this memorandum do not choose to put 
names behind this program." 
Indeed, when a IL did attempt to speak 
to the Associate Director, she was refused 
an interview. After further urging to speak 
about ASP generally, and after asking to be 
placed in the program, she was told she 
was not eligible because her G.P.A. was 
not sufficiently low. Other students report · -
similar experiences. 
• Many questions pertaining to the Aca-
demic Support Program remain unan-
swered. When one considers the noble 
ideal of equal opportunity for all that the 
program is designed to foster, it becomes 
especially unfortunate that the lack of com-
plete candor and disclosure by the univer-
sity has fostered a wealth of rumors and 
innuendo about the program, casing a 
shadow, perhaps unwarranted, on the pro-
gram and all involved. Until the adminis-
tration adopts a policy _ of openness, how-
ever, the merits of the program will con-
tinue to be obscured by the secrecy and 
evasion surrounding the issue. If the pro-
gram is truly meritorious, the administra-
tion would have nothing to loose, and ev-
erything to gain, from disclosure of all of 
the information about the ASP. 
The Administration Statement 
(Continued From Page 7) 
factor is dispositive as to eligibility. 
Members of the program who perform very well at the end of the 
first semester are no longer eligible. New students are added at the 
beginning of the second semester. These are students whose first 
semester averages put them in danger of not successfully completing 
the first year. Participation by this new group of students is also 
voluntary and is not race-specific. 
Eligible students meet in a study group with an upperclass student 
leader for each class. Group leaders encourage development of 
time management and stress reduction techniques; they work with 
students on note taking, outlining, and writing; they provide encour-
agement and support. In their weekly meetings. students may discuss 
course content; they may also discuss hypothetlcals and questions 
that the leaders provide or they may practice exam writing skills. The 
Associate Director supervises the study group leaders_ and serves as 
an academic couselor to the students. Eligibility for academic sup-
port does no entitle students to extra time on exams. 
All materials distributed In the study groups-quizzes, hypotheticals 
and the llke--are available on reserve at the circulation desk of the 
LRC if students wish to use them on their own or In their own study 
groups. Additionally, the Associate Director is. as always, available to 
advise all students who feel they may be having difficulties. 
Many resources are available for students outside the program: 
there are programs which provide upperclass student and alumni 
mentors for advice and encouragement; _ the SBA offers both a ·be-
fore-class and a follow-up orientation; the USO counseling office 
advises students on time management and stress reduction; Lawyer1ng 
SKills I Instructors and several professors give advice on study skills. _ 
outllnlng, · and exam wrlttng techniques; and var1ous student groups 
sponsor Workshops during the year on skills such as outtinlng. 
U.S.D. Schoof of Law . . .. 
. Polldes and Procedures . 
December 1. 1993 
,r::;. -. '~· •• " 
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FLEMING'S FtiNDAMENTALS-OF LAW 
Examination Writing Workshop 
·ee Prepared For Law School and the Baby Bar/Bar Examination·. 
T he Legal Examination Writing Workshop is 
designed to teach the student at the law school 
level how to Analyze, Organize and Write a Superior 
Law School Examination. 
The course will clearly Demonstrate these 
fundamental Writing Techniques on a Step-by-Step 
Basis giving the student both a visual and cognitive 
. understanding of proper exam format. 
The Writing Workshop will Provide the law school 
student and the Baby Bar/Bar Candidate with the 
Foundation from which he or she may Achieve 
Excellence in law school and on the bar examination. 
P rofessor Fleming has determined that students 
who are unsuccessful in law school and the Baby 
Bar/Bar Examination generally suffer from 
a lack of Basic Fundamentals in Analysis, Orga-
nization and Writing skills. Therefore, he has 
designed the Course to Aggressively Address 
these Problem Areas. 
,., 
TumOn 
The Light ... 
It is imperative that the student develop Proper 
Writing Skills during law school to avoid the panic 
many students experience when they discover during 
Baby Bar/Bar Review that they can't reverse I -4 years 
of poor writing habits that went undetected during law 
school. 
This Practical Course will be the most 
Significant two days of Learning in your law 
school career. You Can't Afford to Miss It! 
Learn ·~~~,, to 
WHAT THE WORKSHOP WILL Do FOR You 
Provide . I 2 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Techniques. 
Teach Exam Approach (including issue spotting techniques, 
· issue headnotes, factual analysis and proper sentence 
structure). 
Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the 
purview of the Call of the Question (including identification 
of major/minor issues and fact to element application). 
Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC Format. 
material is not available 
anywhere in published form. 
Most of all, you are trained to 
write Superior Answers. 
In addition, each student will 
have the opportunity to write 
Two Exam Hypotheticals. One 
answer will be critiqued in class 
and one answer will be collected 





Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis of five in-class 
hypotheticals. 
Explain the "Do's and Don'ts" of a successful exam answer. 
Provide an extensive I 00 f>age Writing Workbook. The 
class session. The answer will be critiqued extensively 
through audio cassette and returned to each student. One 
blank cassette tape must be provided by each student. 
SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS 
MILPITAS/SAN JOSE 
• Saturday, February 19, 1994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, February 20, 1994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given Uve at the Crown Sterling Suites Hotel, 901 Calaveras Blvd., 
Milpitas, in the Amalfi/Naples Room. 
SAN DIEGO 
• Saturday, February 26, 1994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, February 27, 1994: Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given Uve at the California Western School of Law, 
350 Cedar Street, San Diego, in the Auditorium. 
ORANGE-COUNTY . 
• Saturday, March 5, 1994 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, I :30 pm-4:00 pm 
• Sunday, March 6, 1994 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, I :30 pm-4:00. pm 
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood at 
Commonwealth, Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton), Second 
Floor, Room 205. 
__ _ , 
Los ANGELES 
• Saturday, March 12, 1994 : l :00 pm-7:00 pm 
• ·Sunday, March 13, 1994 : l :00 pm-7:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at the Ramada Hotel, 6333 Bristol Parkway, Culver 
City. Room will .be posted in the lobby. 
ORANGE COUNTY 
• Saturday, March 19, 1994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, March 20, 1994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue (at 
Titan) Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton), Room 215. Course 
Lecturer for this Session Only: Professor Mara Felger, Attorney at Law, Legal Education 
Consultant. 
RIVERSIDE 
• Saturday, March 26, 1994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, March 27, I 994 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be held at California Southern School of Law (formerly Citrus Belt), 
3775 Elizabeth St., RiverSide. Room number will be posted on the day of the · 
seminar;,.YJDEO PRESENTATION. 
,:_- Endorsed by Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi ,::-
,::, No Tape Recording Permitted ,:_- No Exceptions Made ,::, 
--., 
Tortfeasors Beat Undergrad 
Alumni, Win Championship 
WSU Destroys Drunk 
Sluts fo r Co-Rec 
Division Crown 
B Y JIM BALLARD 
'T"\te fall softball season culminated with 
1. the Tortfeasors being crowned Com-
petitive league champs and WSU taking 
the Co-Rec division. Both teams entered 
the playoffs as the number two seed and 
played solid ball in route to the sought after 
distinction as the best San Diego softball 
has to offer. 
The Tortfeasors, who beat Undergrad 
Alumni in thiJ firp! ~fll}1_e,, ;~ere ;~d all 
season long by Kenny ,tWheels" Heller. 
This pitcher extraordinaire threw the se-
rious moonballs and always seemed to be 
around the plate. Paul Smigliani led the 
hitting parade backing up Wheels with 
ample run support. 
Easily the best game of the playoffs 
was Section C's upset victory over previ-
ously unbe~ten and top seed Well Hung 
Jury. The game was tied after seven in-
nings and remained so after the eighth. 
In the second extra inning, Well Hung 
Jury led off by scoring three runs. The 
game seemed over as Section C opened 
the bottom of the 
ninth by making 
"Ball-Four" Silvestri pitched a gem of a · 
game but was let down by a L.A. Kings-
like defense. In the second game, WSU 
beat a strong Seriously Not team -
captained by Lisa Naatz. The champion-
ship game saw the Drunk Sluts kiss the 
pig. They got drubbed by WSU 22-5 in a 
game that was just as close as the score 
indicates. Congratulations WSU on a 
hard fought victory! 
The spring softball season is already 
underway with the Tortfeasors established 
as the early betting favorites. Good on 
Paper captained by Neel Grover is just 
that. These guys are perennial chokers 
and seem to spend more time fighting 
among themselves then playing softball. 
Head First was devastated by the "No 
Beer Rule" but these 'gutsy individuals 
have actually overcome sobriety and will 
be a factor in the race. Vulgar Motions 
features Rico Suave and Chuck Hill ... 
enough said. The Really Bad Guys are 
solid from top to bottom but can't seem 
to show up for games. If their whole 
team shows up, they could be the team to 
beat. The first year teams will no doubt 
play pathetic ball save Section C who 
actually looks to break from the pack. 
The prediction here: Good on Paper. 
The Co - Rec 
league is much 
two quick outs. 
However destiny 
took over and four 
straight hits left 
Section C down 
one run with run-
ners on second and 
t~ird. Up stepped 
Dave Stern and he 
"The championship game 
saw the Drunk Sluts kiss the 
pig. They got drubbed by 
WSU 22-5 in a game that was 
just as close as the score in-
dicates." · 
easier to handicap. 
The first year 
teams are all amus-
ing but lacking in 
fundamentals. 
SectionB is ' the 
most amusing of 
all, it really is 
secured his place in 
worth coming I out 
to see these ragtags 
play. 'I_'he history by stroking 
a game winning single. The aftermath 
of the game produced some surprising 
results . Section C with a clear path to 
the finals, came down to Earth in their 
next game and lost to Undergrad Alum. 
Well Hung Jury took the loss well, they 
. disbanded. 
The Co-Rec playoffs were equally as 
intense as-the top four seeds all reached 
the semifinals. In the first game Norby 
Cisneros and Vince Brunkow paced the 
Drunk Sluts past top seeded and previ-
ously unbeaten Knee Pads Optional. Jeff 
Landsharks and La Raza are wild cards, 
no one knows exactly what to expect from 
these two. The spring race should come· 
down once again to WSU, Sober Virgins, 
S.eriously Not and Knee Pads Optional. 
All of these te.ams play-on the same level 
and can all beat each other on any given 
day. The prediction here: Knee Pads. 
Also during the spring semester bas-
ketball gets underway. There are two 
leagues "A" and "B" so if you want to 
sign up, sorry it is too late. Look in next 
months Motions for further details. 
THE COLUMBUS SCHOOL OF LAW 
presents 
The International Business and 
Trade Law 
1994 Summer Program 
Cracow, Poland 
June 22 - July 29, 1994 
Experience the transfonnation ofF.astem Europe 
Study with Polish students at the Jagiellonian Uni-
versity, one of the oldest and most prestigious F.astem 
European univen;ities 
• Courses include: Law of the European Community, 
Business Transactions in East-Centtal Europe, Compar-
ative and International Trade, International Intellectual 
Property Law, Comparative Tort Law 
• Taught by faculty from the Jagiellonian University 
and The Colwnbus School of Law, The Catholic 
University of America 
Stay in the medieval city of Cracow. Take advantage of 
the high dollar exchange rat.e and take field trips to 
Polish courts, government agencies, and historical sites 
For a brochure and application form, wnie or call: I Program Support Coordinator . The Catholic University of America The Columbus School of Law 
- Washington, D.C. 20064..0001 . 
1-800-787-0300 
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&1fif you want to enjoy drinks as they are meant to be poured, head to the Whaling .. 
Bar located in the La Valencia Hotel in La Jolla. If all you care about is video trivia 
games or having a promotional poster signed by the Team Jagermeister Girls, goi ·~ 0 · · - '-
somewhere else. The Whaling Bar is one of the last refuges for quaffing quality cocktails 
without having to endure the digressive recreational nonsense that typifies the San Diego 
bar scene. 
Admittedly, today's La Jolla Village is not what it used to be. It's an unimaginative_· 
area that's usually swamped with starry-eyed interlopers shopping for the tawdry baubles 
hawked by retailers along Prospect Street. However, vestiges ofold La JoJla remain, and 
the Whaling Bar manages to preserve the charm of an era when bartenders actually knew 
the difference between a sling and a sour, or.a flip and a fizz. 
Whether entering the Whaling Bar from its street entrance on Prospect or through the 
hotel lobby, patrons soon realize that it is unlike today's typical tavern. Satellite 
television monitors, karaoke machines, and Monday Night Football promotional orna-
mentation are distinctly absent. Instead, patrons are invited to relax in tall and spacious 
leather booths and comfortable barstools. Better yet, the bar is big enough to stock the 
full complement of tools and spirits necessary for creating the panoply of mixed libations, 
but i~ is not ~o massive as to call attention to itself. In addition, the adjoining Grill , 
provides an upgrade from the usual offerings of Sterno-warmed potato skins and hot 
wings. 
Unlike the roller disco themes that seem to predominate the bars along the Garnet 
strip in Pacific Beach, the Whaling Bar's decor reflects a keen sense of discretion and 
nuance. Some may feel that this creates an atmosphere that's simply too restrained to:.-:- ~-·f 
~ave any-fun. That's fine. People who need a wet nurse to spoonfeed them.an exciting · -
time can go somewhere else. The Whaling Bar's main pm:pose is basic: provide expertly 
poµred drinks in a relaxed and refined atmosphere. . 
The Whaling Bar is a classic 
because it features a staff of bar-
tenders who've been crafting 
cocktailsfor longer than many of 
the local bars have been licensed. 
Yo"1 won't. find anyone named 
Chad or Troy behind the bar, and j, 
you won't hear him complain 
about his junior college classload 
wbile you guide him through his 
, inaugural attempt at concocting a 
Rusty Nail. The bartenders at the 
Whaling Bar know how to pour 
just about every drink in the book, 
(and that's not in reference to the 
American Bartenders School 
study manual). In addition, 
they're courteous and friendly, 
which means that they' II ask you 
how you want your martini even 
Emil and Stink~ Get Claszy 
th_ough they're perfectly aware that there.'s really only one true way to pour one (gin; 
stmed; up). · ':. 
To put it in perspect~ve, my grandparenjS used to frequent the Whaling Bar for late-
night cocktails back in the 60' s. Hence, the place is not for everyone. That's part of its 
appeal. If you' re looking for the-latest and hippest place to sport your new leather dance · 
outfit or cowboy boots, don't bother. But if you're a purist looking for a good drink, . · 
consider an upgrade from your regular haunt and try th.e Whaling Bar. 
J' ~,f ,/,,L Well, this. is a bar !hat will nevec h'."' a Thursday night Bar Review--and 
thank ~A( The charmmg elegance of the Whalmg l3ar and the La Valencia Hotel are 
best enjoyed, not with an unruly throng looking for beer specials, but rather, with your ' 
honey or a couple of friends. The distinct style ·of the La Valencia Hotel encourages • 
cerebral discussions of the Mediterranean decor and the dramatic painting adorning the 
wall behind the bar, rather than heartfelt, testosterone-fueled arguments about who' s 
number one in college football. So dust off your"'sunday School shoes, thumb your nose 
at the philistine proletariat and enjoy a cocktail in lavish decadence. 
The Whaling Bar oozes refinement as hotsy~totsy tourists hob nob with aristocratic ·" 
San Diegans. Yet, this is not to say that the scene is merely comprised of narcissistic · 
peacocks cooing in genteel delight. The patrons take their drinking occupation seriously. 
Manhattans, Scotch and three. martini lunches in the adjoining Grill are favorites here. 
Your bartender won't be a local surfer trying to fund his drug habit, but rather a 
seasoned professional concerned only with quenching your habit. Indeed, this is the 
place where the Who's Who of San Diego come to escape and sort things out: newscast-
ers, actors, CEO's and other powerbrokers gather, meet and mingle. Fonner Mayor Pete • 
Wilson regularly visited the Whaling Bar to relieve the pressures of political and personal 
life . . But whether you're from above or below •the railroad tracks, all customers .are 
brought together by a common thread: a healthy respect for-a good dridk. . 
So while the Whaling Bar has catered to the haves of San Diego for years, do not be 
put offor intimidated by the seeming glitz ofth~ wealthy. We all know that the material · 
pleasures of the affluent serve as nothing more than symbols of sophistication and . _ 
gentility. The bartenders and staff measure the worth of a 'man, not by the size of his .,.. 
pocketbook or the purity of his blood, but by the content of his character and the capacity , · · 
of his liver. · 
r ·.. ·.· . .. . -·~~ --~!:~~~-···•lll-rt.,. ...... .., ...... ...... _______ .,.,. ............ . ............. _,;.;;...,._ ........ -- - -........ - ....... ,. _,.. .~ ................. .;.II --- - ---- -----·----·---- -- - - ---·------ ~-·-,-- - ---------·--·------- ---·---------- ------·----- ·-·-------------
____ , ___ .:,,.... ____ ____.......~_, ___________ ___, _________ - .__,-------------------------~--_;:;~----.,......_._...,_.._ --~.., 
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Merry SchlitzMas 
(Continued From Page 5) 
tumbling body finally came to a stop, · I 
immediately thanked the heavens for the 
Schlitz I had drunk, without which I would 
I headed for the "Pound" to pick me up likely have suffered serious injury or at 
my reindeer. I'd be damned if I was going least been able to feel it. 
to make a small, non-descript entrance on I picked myself off the ground, as a 
the first day of my job. This Santa's en- crowd of children gathered around me, and 
trance would be grandiose, and epic in pro- without missing a beat I began to speak, 
portion. The small-minded clerk at the 'The wait is over, you impatient little bas-
. pound, seemed confused at my request for tards, Christmas has arrived!. So speaks 
nine reindeer. Santa, King of the North Pole. Now move 
"Listen, fool," I said, looking into his out of my way, so I can get to my throne and 
simpleton eyes',''just get me some reindeer, dole out the goodies!" The joyous crowd 
and I shall depart without incident. It's parted ways to make a path which lead 
Christmas time, and the Kids are waiting. straight to my throne. Ah, my loyal min-
Now go getthem deer, you dolt! So speaks ions. 
'-·-- .c Santa, King of the North Pole!" As I came upon my throne, my dutiful, 
· The clerk,·awestruck with my presence, subservient, minimum wage eamin', buxom, 
quickly retired to the back to fetch me my little elves approached me and asked, "What 
pack. A good inan, who would be gra- the hell are you doing back Al, your break 
ciously rewarded come Christmas mom. ain't over for another half hour?" 
The clerk seemed to be taking his time, "Don't question my tactics, there are 
apparently he was more stupid than I first forces at work here that your pathetic, little, 
surmised. Had he not noted the import of pea brains could never grasp. Now, man 
my mission. I quickly hurdled over the the cameras and battle stations,_ Christmas 
counter, and threw myself through the door · has arrived! And by the way, the name's 
through which the clerk had gone. The fool not Al, it's.Santa! So speaks SANTA, King 
was on the phone, and he appeared terri- of the North! Ho-Ho-Hechccchhhh 
fled. He was screaming incoherently, about HechAhhcckkk!" My bold, bowl-full-of-
a crazed maniac dressed in a Santa outfit .. jelly laugh was rudely interrupted by a bout 
who was making foolish demands for live- of hacking cough. Seems all the smoking I 
stock; . he began to rant and rave that the had done had taken its toll on my system. A 
maniac was fast approaching, and he made minute of violent, convulsive coughing went 
demands that the Police should depart with by and then the hacking came to a stop, 
all urgency. He then, pointed at me and · again I spoke,"Now, Kids, come sit on the 
screamed for me to stay away. Now, only fat man's lap!" 
an idiot would be unable to put two and two The children came in droves. One af-
- - ~together-and realize that all this time the ter another, non-stop.jumping into my lap, 
clerk had been referring to me on the phone. screaming, crying, kicking and biting. The 
My God, the boy had called the cops! pressure from their weight was raging a 
I pounced on him with a lion's speed, silent war of pain against my legs, within 
and tore the phone from his desperate grip, minutes of the onslaught I could nolonger 
"No trouble here kind sirs, you can call off feel my feet. And the kids . themselves, 
your bloodhounds, the situation is under those greedy little pigs wanted everything. 
control. So speaks Santa, King of the North No matter how much I tried, I could not 
Pole!" satiate their hunger with promises of live 
. That diversionary tactic would delay rounds and beer cans. No, the pestilent 
those fools for at least an hour, so I had time little swines wanted toys and ponies; am-
to get my reindeer and leave. I dealt with munition and empties weren't good enough 
the clerk in a rapid succession of fists and for them. My how times had changed, and 
feet, while I screamed at him,"Coal, I see! if you were kind enough to ask me, of course 
Coal, foolish knave! Coal, Coal, Coal! So I would reply "For the worse." . The sec-
speaks Santa, King of the North Pole!" I onds of torture seemed like hours, and I 
went back to the cages, and as I did so I realized that this job would be the death of 
heard sirens off in the distance. My God, me. In the agony that was my work, my 
the cops were quicker than I thought they mind had forgotten about the Schlitz I had 
would be, I would have to keep that in mind drank, but Lord . knows that my bladder 
in the future,. I needed to gather my pack hadn't. 
" ,... -=---quickly. I searched for reindeer, but to no To this day there is a question of who 
avail, the clerk musthave hid them to foil peed first: The little bastard sitting in my 
my festive plans. Alas, I was forced to lap asking for presents or me? Regardless 
improvise. With the sirens howling in the of the answer, \\'..~ w~r;,e bo_th soaked and in 
background, I fled the pound, my new pack need of changing. ~I-picked the child up off 
of "reindeer" picking up speed with every of my lap, handed him to the nearest elf and 
passing second. Though improvised,my made my way to the Men's Room. I took 
choices were perfect: two rabbits, a couple off my pants, hung them over the electric 
cats, three big dogs, a monkey and a goat. hand-dryer and pressed "Start." I was pac-
Onward into the distance my marvelous ing back and forth, waiting for my pants to 
steeds and I strode, once again evading the dry, when the trouble started. 1 
evil forces that seemed to be forever at my Seemed as though some drunken sail-
feet. ors, or happy Christmas elves, had come to 
The mall loomed on the horizon, limag- roll me for some· pocket change. They 
ined the beautiful, anxious children tugging numbered three, too great for even a fighter 
at their mothers' pant-leg, wondering when of my skills and prowess. I would have to 
Santa would arrive, asking again and again, elude them. I bolted for the door, but one of 
"When?" Not to worry faithful boys and them had cut off my exit. I threw a light-
girls, I was on my way, and this year, with ning quick shot to his midsection, it landed 
me as Santa, there would be no disappoint- with an intense force and sent the elf to the 
ments. The monkey lead the way to the floor. Santa - l, Elves - 0. I opened the 
- •, ·doors to the mall, we had picked up speed door and fled into the hallway. · 
on the downhill ramp to the entrance. As I made my way to what I had thought 
we approached, the monkey and the rest of was my throne and sat down. "Bring 'em 
the pack made no signs of stopping, if they on,'' I hollered from my seat. About a 
continued We would all be killed. minute later, I heard someone approaching. 
"Halt!", I screamed, "Halt, you inso- It was about time. Before me stood a huge 
lent beasts!" The entrance was fast ap- girl, about five-foot-nine ai;id 130 pounds, 
proaching, death would be upon us if I did way too big for these knees. I screamed out 
not act quickly. From my pocket I drew my to .my elves,"I thought I told you to screen 
trusty pocket knife, to cut the twine which these kids better, this one's too damn big!" 
bound the animals to my chariot, a beaten- Before I could finish explaining to the girl 
up, old, rolling desk chair. I cut the twine, why she ,couldn't. sit in my lap, the girl 
the pack veered off to the right and came to began to scream, "P;erv~rt!:' It w,as around 
a complete stop, ~ut I was !}Ot _ so ~ortuna,te; this ,time that I realized my mistake, an 
I was still hurdling towards the doors. I honest one re~ly;r{n ipy haste' to;flee_my 
braced myself for impact. Crashing through attackers, I had wandered 'into the Women's 
. . the door, I was violently thrown to the . Restroom and I was sitting in one of the 
_ ..,ground. I didn't feel a thing. When my stalls, and to make matters worse, I had 
--·-- .... --- ----------.- --- --· - -- ·-•-··....,---------- --~ -
Malatov Coffee 
(Continued from Page 5) 
and dale to his home. Neighbor Harvey 
Keitel lugs the piano back to his place, then 
solicits Hunter's (meretricious) sexual ser-
vices for its return'. She is soon smitten by 
Keitel's romantic sweettalk ("Lift your 
skirt up higher"). Of course, all movie 
prostitutes must become enamored with 
their clientele under Hollywood plot for-
mula convention known as the "Pretty 
Woman Rule." 
I'd mention The 
Piano's multitude of 
quirks and eccen-
tricities were they in-
trinsic to the movie, 
but they aren't. Nor 
are they source of 
my confusion. You 
want to know 
whatconfuses me? 
I'll tell you. 
How in this 
McCarthyism-remi-
niscent era of politi-
cal correctness can 
a film which depicts 
a woman exploited 
willingly garner heaping accolades? This 
movie swept Cannes? 
The blatancy of plot devices typically 
decried as misogynistic in The Piano is 
astonishing. Consider: Hunter's charac-
ter is mute; she is disembodied both meta-
phorically (from her piano) and literally 
by Neill (he cuts off her finger); and she 
is made whole both metaphorically (re-
union with the stinking piano) and liter-
ally by Keitel (he makes her a neat metal 
finger). She represents the Victorian · 
feminine ideal, voiceless property. 
Hunter's ability to determine her own 
agency is nonexistent-~she is utterly de-
pendent upon men, although she relies 
upon a child, her daughter, to communi-
cate to others. 
Don't tell me about how that era's 
subjugation of women made them subservi-
ent to men blah blah blah. I'm not inferring 
that history needs to be rewritten to be po-
litically sensitive. Still, The Piano is almost 
a celebration of being controlled by the 
"right man." 
forgotten to putmy trousers back on. The 
woman screamed again. She was badly 
shaken and scared and so.I was able to 
run right past her. I m,ade my way out of 
the Women's Restroom, down the hall-
way and back into the mall. Security was 
heavy, and on to me in a second. I heard 
their footsteps behind me, they were close 
and gaining. My only hoP,e was to make 
it tothe roof. I ran for the giant Christ-
mas tree, that stood in the center of the 
mall, and began to scale it. The tree 
couldn't take the weight; I was about 
halfway to the top, when it toppled over 
This abomination of a film finds its 
critical salvation in that wonderful double 
standard which allows historically-
persecuted groups to employ taboo stereo-
types and derogatory perspectives under the 
auspices of self-infliction. In other words, 
The Piano is excused because it was written 
and directed by a woman. Patooey. 
Cure for Coffee Addiction: Jodeci and 
Cold Showers 
In the beginning there was sex, and it 
was good. Then there was Luther V andross 
and Luther said let 
there be love mak-
ing, and there was, 
and it was good. 
And then came 
Jodeci and Jodeci 
said let's get to doin' 
the nasty, and there 
was getting to doing 
the nasty, and it was 
, , , , 1 buck wyliip. ' ; -1 ; 
Jodeci followed 
its unlikely debut, 
Forever My Lady, 
with a cover of 
Stevie Wonder's 
"Lately" on MTV 
Unplugged. That 
complex song and not Forever is indicative 
of the philosophy, if not the live sound, of 
Diary of a Mad Band. The hooks buried, 
the gospel harmonies of the four members 
are unleashed and allowed to prowl the bed-
room of funk. 
While «Success" is, in fact, recorded 
with live instruments, the remainder of Di-
ary is sequenced or sampled. However, 
Jodeci adopts the West Coast Sound pio-
neered by Too Short and Ice Tand revived 
by Dr. Dre. Just about every song on urban 
radio format incorporates a rap, and every 
rap incorporates a song melody, but Diary 
shoehorns the song into the rap sound. It 
works. 
The subject matter of the album doesntt 
stray far from sex ("Ride & Slide," "Gimme 
All You Got," "Sweaty"), but expecting 
Jodeci to make a political statement is like 
asking Nirvana to perform "Muskrat Love." 
Nobody listens to Jodeci for social rel-
evance. I would sell my soul to hear Kurt 
Cobain sing a Captain and Tenille song, 
though. 
throwing me headlong into "Uncle Earl's: 
Bait, Tackle and Other Fineries" Gift 
shop. I blacked out, almost immediately. 
· The last thing I remember, before I woke 
up naked in the back of the police car, 
was thinking "Boy, I bet that garland is 
going to chafe." 
1 Note: the official report explains away 
what happens next as "Drug Induced Hallu-
. cinations", but don't believe it for a second. 
It is just further evidence of the conspira-
cies that continue to dog my every step. 
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The · Queen Of 
C Section 
BY BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN 
Most of us have been the smart ones, the students the teacher could count 
on to have the right answer, do all the 
reading and get the top grades. During our 
undergrad and graduate school years we 
were not the quiet anonymous ones sitting 
in the back. We distinguished ourselves 
from the pa~Ja ,Ouli te11chers knew., .our 
names. Then we came to law school and 
had to compete with each other. My mother 
warned me about having to fight like dogs 
just to get a C. There were stories of1my 
cousin's first year in law school when he 
got such bad grades my aunt wouldn't even 
tell my mom exactly what his grades were. 
(but my mom thinks he got some Fs) Mind 
you, this is a kid who transferred to USC 
from Cal Tech as an undergrad, got a triple 
engineering degree in just 4 years (never 
done before at.SC) then got his MBA and 
law degree from USC in 3 years. So if he 
got bad grades his first year in law school 
god only knew what would happen to me. 
All week the rumors spread about when 
grades would be sent out and whether the 
dean would call you if you got a Dor ap F. 
I kept telling myself I would join my com-
patriots at the top of the bell curve in the 
land of the gentlemanly C. I fully expected 
Cs in everything but property, since I was 
convinced I had channeled the property 
goddess on test day, as hands not my own 
typed· out this beautiful exam. After the 
property exam, when comparing answers, 
people kept telling me they hadn't thought 
of my answers and congratulating me for 
ruining the curve. So I really counted on an 
A if not a Bin property. 
. We are not the type of people to be 
reduced to a 4 digit number. We are not our 
class standing or grade point average. We 
have identities outside of law school. Yet 
still I waited anxiously all day on Saturday · 
for the mailwoman to arrive. When she 
finally came I ran to her truck while it was 
still in front ofmy neighbor's house, while 
doing a hopping dance and saying, "My 
report card's here, my report card's here." 
I ripped the envelope open and much to my 
horror I saw a sea of Cs. 
Property not only wasn't an A or B, it 
was my wwest grade. In the back of my 
mind I thought I might get a D on my 
contracts test because it was such a mess 
and when asked to write what I thought the 
judge would do I said he would pr(?bably 
throw them both out on their ear and say 
"A pox on both your houses." So was I 
shocked to see that contracts was my high-
est grade. Go figure! 
After screaming in the street and mak-
ing a spectacle of myself for the amuse-
ment of my fellow home owners I ran in-
side and examined the letter carefully. There 
was some sort of mathematical formula to 
figure out your identity in numerals. You 
had to multiply your grade by the total 
credits by 3 then take away 16, times how 
many calories you ate that day minus your 
age when you first had sex and voila a 
number • you can pull out at parties and 
compare to your friends. 
I called my best friend at school. 93rd 
percentile on the LSAT and Law Review 
bound. She really thought she had flunked 
property. she got 89 or something. All her 
numbers were in the 80s. At least I called 
that one correctly. Every time she threat-
ened to quit school I would tell her how 
well she was going to do. I phoned my 
OPINION Think Again: An International View Page 15 
On the Banned Wagon: Signs of The (Los Angeks) 
Times and the End of Frank Discussion 
BY KEVIN KEMPER Edidn't want to. write a column on politi cal correctness. I really didn't. After 
eading the plea for positive prose made 
by "a student of conscience" in the last 
issue, I resolved to write a kinder, gentler 
.opinion column. No longer would I use this 
space to address the absurd, the asinine, or 
the Administration. No more commentary 
about free-range penises or animated anti-
heroes. Instead, I resolved to fill my col-
umn with pleasant homilies specifically in-
tended to give the reader a warm and fuzzy 
feeling inside. In other words, the literary 
equivalent oflukewarm applesauce. 
But then they started messing with my 
newspaper. While we were sitting at the 
holiday table with turkey gravy dripping 
down our chins, the Los Angeles Times was 
co~opted by the Sensitivity Police. In a 19-
page encyclical entitled "Guidelines on Eth-
nic, Racial, Sexual, and Other Identi-
fication," the paper has recently an-
nounced its Newspeak for the Nine-
ties. 
Terms barred from usage include 
"mailman" ("many women hold this 
job"), "mankind" ("humanity, human 
beings and humankind are preferred") -
and "man-made" t'the preferred 
words are artificial, manufactured or 
synthetic"). 
Also banned are "deaf' and 
"deaf-mute" ("say that an individual ' 
cannot hear or speak"), The Guide-
lines also state that "white" should 
generally be used instead of "Anglo," 
and that loaded phrases such as "ad-
mitted homosexual" or "tidal wave 
of immigrants" should be avoided. 
Ostracized by fiat from the ten-
der consideration of Angelenos is the 
phrase "the New World." The guide-
lines say: "Beware of this usage when 
referring to the ancient continent of 
hick whose ancestors came to the New 
World with the tidal wave of immigrants 
and later fought the Indians. 
Turned out he was a welsher, so his 
gal, raised as a WASP, had a powwow with 
herself, left the guy, and became a real bra-
burner. She moved into the inner city and 
rented a room from this lame old biddy 
with a wooden leg, a handicapped person. 
What a pair! Crazier than a Chinese fire 
drill. 
So anyway, I took her out for a couple 
of cocktails. She was dressed normal, in 
her best manmade pumps. Being the old 
boy I am, I tried to buy the gal a drink, but 
she wouldn't let me. It was always Dutch 
treat with her. So there we were, eating 
Eskimo Pies and talking about the male 
nurse who saved my life in the War, an 
admitted homosexual, when suddenly ... " 
I mean, you have to draw the line on 
Nasally Challenged 
North America stumbled upon by Christo- offe:1sive speech somewhere, but let's be 
pher Columbus. It ignores the 2,000 sepa- · real about this. 
rate cultures that already existed on the Can't use "ghetto" anymore? So I guess 
continent. .. " from now on, any discussion of Elvis' great-
The report also outlaws "babe," est hits would include "Heartbreak Hotel," 
"biddy," "bra-burner," "Chinese fire drill," · "Hound Dog," and "In the [community 
"crazy," "divorcee," "Eskimo," "gal," characterized by an economically disad-
"ghetto," "gypped," "handicapped person," vantaged, ethnically homogeneous popula-
"hick," 0hillbilly," "Hispanic," "holy roll- tion].'' No more "inner city?" Should you 
ers," "Indians," "inner city," "lame," "male want to circumvent the use of that odious 
nurse," '-'normal;" "old boy," "powwow," code phrase, you can use "Place Where 
"queer," "WASP," "welsher" and "white - White People Roll Up Their Car Windows 
trash." and Lock Their Poors and Stare Straight 
So I guess my latest short story, which Ahead With Their Hands on the Wheel in a 
I submitted to the Times for publication, Death Grip and Must Decide Whether to 
will have to undergo serious editorial revi- Give the Squeegee Man a Quarter or to 
sion, as it went: Run the Red Light.'' Oon't want to use 
"I was in my office, on the fringe of "white trash?" Fine. Instead, euphemisti-
. the ghetto, feeling gypped because a check cally refer to "Those Whose Neighborhoods 
the mailman had brought bounced, watch- Are Decorated With Box Springs on the 
ing the crazy divorcee through the open Front Lawns and Who Eat Sloppy foes 
window. She was a real babe who used to Every Night In Front Of The Television." 
be a nifty co-ed before she married that No longer can the Times Calendar sec-
hillbilly. He was a piece of white trash, a tion review movies such as "White Men 
minion of darkness. I call him grandma 
because he is such a worrier. He's always 
complaining that he doesn't understand any-
thing. He got semi fabulous grades. (I took 
an oath not to tell) He was convinced he 
would fail property and do really well on 
contracts. His grades told another story. It 
was then we knew how the teachers really 
grade us. They throw the papers up in the 
air and grades are determined by the area 
of the rug on which they fall and the direc-
tion the exams are facing. This is the only 
logical explanation of this mysterious pro-
cess that clearly has no basis in reality. 
Had I not had a truly extraordinary day 
on Friday, I would have spent even more 
time crying in bed on Saturday. When my 
lawyering skills teacher gave us our Appel-
late Brief info on Thursday he warned us 
that it would take a week just to figure out 
what we were looking at, and a full month 
, to research· and formulate our arguments. 
Can't Jump," now retitled ''There May Be 
Anthropological Differences That Account 
for Variation in Personal Vertical Projec-
tion, Though These Do Not of Course Im-
ply the Kinetic Inferiority of One Ethnic 
Group Vis-a-Vis Another." 
"Co-ed" was banned for sexism. "Pow- ·1 
wow" was banned for racism. "Dutch treat" 
was banned for ethnicism. "Chinese fire 
drill" was banned for monosodium 
glutamatism. Also stricken was "lame," to 
refer to someone "handicapped," who now 
must be referred to as "disabled" - a term 
which will no doubt soon be replaced by 
some two-word euphemism ending in "chal-
lenged." I am going to mourn the loss of 
"lame," since it's such a perfect word to 
use when describing someone like Jay Leno. 
Reasonable men -- sorry -- reasonable 
hominidae will of course continue to de-
bate what constitutes offensive speech. But 
"Dutch treat?" No one relates this to 
Dutch people. It would be like the 
Danish objecting to the term "Dan-
ish pastry" or Scots objecting to 
Scotch Tape because it implies that 
· they are. transparent and sticky. Or 
like black people objecting to the 
term "black market." Excuse me· -
"market of color." 
I'm sure the intentions of the Los 
Angeles Times in creating such a list 
are n,oble, just like the intentions of . 
all liberals who make such policies · 
without thinking through the conse-
quences. Of course, banning the use 
of the word "normal" isn't that big 
of a deal in itself - it's really more of 
an inconvenience. But it nonethe-
less imposes a chilling, effect we 
should all be concerned about. 
The cult of P.C., in fact, is prob-
ably best understood as a sort of 
mutation of the '60s, in which all the 
degenerate aspects of that decade 
have been fused. The idealism and elan are 
defunct, while in hybrid form all the sectar-
ian hysteria, all the juvenile intolerance, 
and all the paranoia and solipsism have 
been retained. The Los Angeles Times' 
efforts only further demonstrate the great 
fallacy at the heart of today's political 
correctitude - that in order to secure some-
thing vaguely termed "diversity" it in-
sists on something definitely recogniz-
able as conformity. 
Are you curious about what the Los 
Angeles Times considers to be non-of-
fensi ve to its readers? Every week the 
Times publishes a listing of best-selling · 
books by black authors. In that category, 
the Times reported recently that its non-
fiction paperback list was headed by a 
book written and published by Don 
Spears. The title was: "In Search of Good 
Pussy: Living Without Love." 
That, one must assume, is politically 
correct in the 1990s. 
Within 30 hours I had figured the whole 
thing out. I couldn't believe it, so I called 
the assistant teacher to see if I was on the 
right track and she confirmed that I had put 
. together all the pieces of the puzzle. I felt 
so proud of my reasoning abilities. I called 
my mother and told her I wouldn 'i be com-
ing up to LA this weekend because I didn't 
need her, and boasted how far ahead of the ...._ 
other people in my section I was. And then 
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Graduation-Speaker Ideas 
It's February, do you know 
where your commencement 
speaker is? In response to so-
licitations, we've put together 
dence. Besides, Justice Thomas 
is, according to a recent New 
Yorker profile, seeking a more 
public role. A Catholic law 
school in San Diego is as likely 
a place as any. 
the below list of ideas. We've 
included lawyers and non~law-
yers, Democrats and Republi:.. 
cans, men and women. We seek '- . 
and will publish other ideas-our 
criticisms of ours--in our-next 
issue. Where the nominee is not 
famous or the qualifications not 
obvious, we've included a brief 
note. Previ<>iJs graduation speak-
Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
William Brennan 
Byron White 





ers include removed California 
, Supreme Court Justice Cruz 
Reynoso (1991 ), consumer ac-
tivist Ralph Nader (1992), and 
civil rights hero Morris Dees 
(1993). 
Article I: The Senators 
Barbara Boxer 
Dianne Feinstein 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan-- · 
Influential in a variety of issues, 
among which are health care and 
welfare reform; a former profes-
sor of political science, Ambas-
sador to India, expert on urban 












Edwin Meese 111--Member 
of the USD School of Law Board 
of Visitors, former USD profes-
sor, scholar at Stanford's Hoover 
Institution. Cleared without in-
dictment by special prosecutor. 
Dan Lungren 
Frankie Sue Del Papa--Ne-
vada 
Robert Abrams--New York 
Robert Fiske--Whitewater 
The Quota Killer 
BY ROJJERT LITTLE clear, he would be rightfully de- a graduate, we simply can't award 
If opinion polls say anything feated. . you a degree because we are re-
about civil rights, they show the Soon the public--at least the quired by state law to award de-
public's antipathy toward affir- California public--will make its grees to maintain a certain per-
mative action racial preferences, views on quotas crystal clear. A . centage · of minority graduates. 
· and outright hostility to quotas. variety of activists are seeking Although you're a minority your-
A Field Poll of Californians in to place on the March 1996 bal- self, we_'ve already selected the 
1988 showed 75 percent of vot- lot "The California Civil Right requisite number of Asians who 
ers opposed to affirmative ac- Initiative." If CCRI can gain we are permitted to graduate this 
tion, including majorities year." 
in every ethnic group. A The CCR.I would be con-
national 1987GallopPoll Think of it: ·1·m sorry, Ms. Kwan, al- sistentwithTitleVIIofthe 
showed two-thirds of though you've done very well at State Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
Democrats opposed. U .. . and we'd be proud to have you which, although distorted 
Affirmative action is as a graduate, we simply can't award by a generation of liberal 
what permits universities you · a degree because we are re- judges and bureaucrats 
to deny admission to bet- quired by state law to award de- misreading its text, never 
ter performers in favor of grees to maintain a certain percent- included language permit-
worsers, empowers the age of minority graduates. Although ted "positive" discrimina-
government to give con- you're a minority yourself. we've al- tion, except wher~ prior 
tracts to higher rather than ready selected the requisite number discrimination could be 
lower bidding contractors, of Asians who we are permitted to proved. Its author, Sena-
allows fire departments to graduate this year." j tor Hubert H. Humphrey, 
promote on race, not on insisted so. 
ability. This distinction It would be a popular ini-
between affirmative action and 615,958 signitures, it will be be- tiative. Quotas deny the dignity 
quotas is curious, given that no fore the voters of California. If of individual accomplishment and 
one can distinguish among set- passed, it will spread the tnes- taint minority success. Minority 
asides, preferences, affirmative sage of equality nationwide. recipient of offers of admission, 
action, race norming, gender CCRI .would amend the degrees, promotions, and jobs can 
norming, diversity, "goals," Constitution to read: "Neither never overcome the tacit allega-
"timetables," ''looking like thestateofCalifornianoranyof tion that their accomplishment 
America," and the rest on one its political subdivisions shall comes with an asterix--the "yes 
side, and outright quotas on the . use race, sex, color, ethnicity or but" asterix. As in: "She gradu-
other. national origin as a criterion ei- ated from Harvard, but..." Wink 
Say, for example, Mentor ther for discriminating against, wink, nudge nudge. 
University wants to increase its or granting preferential treatment Asians--recent immigrants 
Orrin Hatch--'Ranking Re-
publican on the Senate Judiciary 
Committee; often mentioned as 
a potential Supreme Court nomi-
nee. Special Prosecutor. •. diversity population. Mentor's to, any individual or group in who faced language difficulties 
Joe Biden--Chairman of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee. 
The Mayors Board of Trustees instructs its the operation of the state ' s sys- and discrimination--are discrimi-
Richard Riordan Dean of Admission that diver- tern of public employment, pub~ nated against even more so than 
. <_-- Article II: The Administration 
Al Gore 
Rudolf Guiliani--forrner sity is a concern. Either at this lie education or public contract- whites. Jews rightly associate quo-











William J. Bennett-~Harvard 
J.D., Philosophy Ph.D., former 
educator, law enforcement ad-
ministrator (Drug Czar), educa-
tion administrator (Secretary of 
Education), and searcher for the 
, '- higher motivations in life (Chair-
man, National Endowment for 
the Humanities). And now, with 
his Book of Virtues, number one 
New York Times best selling au-
thor. 
Article Ill: The Supremes 
William Rehnquist 
Harry Blackmun 
John Paul Stevens 
Sandra Day O'Connor 
Antonin .Scalia 
Anthony Kennedy -. 
-.) David Souter 
Clarence Thomas--Idea an-
noy you? Let's hear your evi-
The Religious . tion is likely passed about what tionable in any California court them well into the 1950s to mini-
Cardinal John J.-O'Connor-- would be considered a success- as violative of the state constitu- mize their percentage of Jewish 
New York. ful increase in divetsity. Say, . tion . The Orange County Reg- students. 
"Cardinal Roger Mahoney-- · no less than 17 percent minority ister understood the importance CCRI would save money. 
Los Angeles; native Californian. students, otherwise, the Dean of the CCRI immediately: "No The California Attorney General 
The Humanitarians better have a good explanation. more government hiring by sex . estimated that it eliminate affir-
Walter Annenberg After the new freshman class is or skin tone .... No racial quotas mative action programs saving 
Elie Wiesel offered ad!Jlission, lo, some- in university admissions. "tens of millions of dollars annu-
Elaine Chao7-Peace Corps., where around 17 percent of ac- Noawards of public contracts on ally" and racially discriminatory 
United Way. cepted students are minorities. the basis of race rather than student assistant programs which 
The Academes Legally, even politically, this is merit. No more dividing people cost the state $50 million dollars 
Charles Fried--Harvard Law no quota; its effects on victims up by groups rather than honor- per year. In short, freed money 
Dean, former Solicitor General is identical. Why distinguish? ing them as individuals." would aid education to the tune of 
Guido Calabrese--Yale Law If the Clinton Administra- The CCRI has a populist ap- $120 million or more. 
Dean tion has not grasped this distinc- peal equal to the. term limits Forbes magazine performed 
Derek Bok--Former Harvard tion, neither has it noted that the andtax-cutting propositions the most accurate measure of the 
President, author of recent book public bears. 110 enthqsiasm for which roared out of California cost of quotas nationwide. Add-
on legal profession. quotas. · The moderate and con- · and swept the nation, defeating ing the direct, indirect, and op-
Benno Schmidt--Former servative coalition which pre- politicians in its wake. portunity costs lost to quotas, 
Yale President, now with the . vaiied upon Democrat Forbes writers Peter 
Edison Project. members of the U.S, Sen- BrimelowandLeslieSpen-
Milton Friedman--Founder ate to defeat Clinton nomi- ·Neither the state of · California nor cer found that around four 
of his own school of economics. nee Lani Guinier in her percent of the United States any of its political . subdivisions shall 
· The Judges · quest to become Assistant use race. sex, color. ethnicity or no- . gross domestic product was 
· Frank Easterbrook--Court of . Attorney General for Civil tional origin as a criterion either for quota wastage. 
Appeals · Rights won because it discriminating against. or granting . · Lastly, the. CCRI would 
Edith' Jones--Court of Ap- . called upon the public's preferential treatment to, any lndl- force politicians to go on 
peals · enmity · for quotas. The vidual or group in the operation of record on the iss1Je of 
Alex · Kozinski--Court of . Quota Queen label had -the state's system of public employ- equality versus radal pref-
Appeals more than merely the reso- erences. Opponents of ment public education or public con-
Robert Bork--The Cruz nance of truth. CCRI will have to say why tracting." 
Reynoso of the Right, only big. The Clinton Admin- they favor discrimination. 
istration, however, still against whites and Asians, 
hasn't mastered the pub- even where a beneficiary 
We Want You lie mandate as last week's nomi- California's 30 million residents cannot show evidence of previous 
nation of Deval Patrick for the make up around 12 percent of discrimination. It would force 
This newspaper will soon be . among staff members, including civil rights post demonstrates. the American population"'-that's President Bill Clinton to choose 
in tbe process of looking for staff the Editor, a publications director Patrick, who could well be called 20 percent larger than Canada. between his New Democrat/DLC 
members for next year's volume. who oversees the technical proce- The Quo ta CI one, shares This battle will be of national sig- conscience and his Old Democrat/ 
· 'Thb'University of San Diego dures for getting the paper pro- Guinier's enthusiasm for me- nificance. Jesse Jackson reflexes. • ·Nlost , 
. Student Bar Association Constitu- duced and published, a features chanical approaches to equality Glynn Custred wrote the Democr:ats oppose discrimfnation 
tion provides '. for a little-known, editor for major stories, a manag- . of results. Indeed, he shares CCRI alter hearing about a bill in even when its victims are \vhiie: , 
never &fore used process for se-· ing editor to coordinate writers, · Guini<?r's career p~th: GuiniJr the California Legislature that : Wiil Clititonjoin them? . :· 
lectirig the 'Motion's Editor. The' andanadvertisihgdirectottobring describe<l him as a "collJague." wduldhave'iiquiredstatecolleges . • • .. The California Civil Rights · 
Editor then establishes a· staff un- in revenue and work with adver- Because he l11cks a published· and universities' tJ . graduate-' lnitiati~e is Jiedtlquartered'{n:_fo) 
derthedirectionofthepaper'sgov- · tisers. . paper trail-: h~ is more a race classes which reflechhe state's all places--Berkeley the Qkot<i 
erning authority, the Law School·, . , ., Please tontact Motions· on · ltiigator whereas Gdt~iet was \ i ethn'iccoml)ositiori.' Jhink o(it: Kingdom (or Queendom, ;j you , 
N~ws Organization. ' ' - ; : : extension 4343 if you are inter- . '. f'a'ce ' theorist--he \9i'Ji be'' ap~ "I'rri-sorry, Ms. Kwai;t/ lilthough prefer), 'at P.O. Bo~· 11795,' ileY 
' In genbral,•several paying po; , ested in one·of theabovepositiohs i piov~d.)ft~e public ~ne\\i' m~re ' yb,lve qone v~cy\velt atState u:, keley, CA 9470l-i795. ' Phori( 
sitions are available each year. · or in workihg on the' paper in any · about Patrick, and made its.views · an8 we\1 ptoudJo-:bave you as 5101644-4256. ' ' ' . 
Roughly $6,900 are distributed other capacity. · • :,__; ··' ;, ::.-1L•: ·1,1; ·'."l: }'. 'l, I· .t j :.·: 
l 
Address the· · 
.. Disease, Not the 
Symptoms 
' BY CHRISTOPHER SCO'IT TRUNZO AND MARK 
NYMAN 
Recently students received a letter from Dean Kristine Strachan in their 
mailboxes addressing the upcoming visit 
of polltakers from the Princeton Review. 
The Dean was concerned by the fact that 
in the previous issue of the Princeton 
Review, several unflattering comments 
by law students about the school and the 
administration were printed. The letter 
pointed out that the Princeton Review is 
widely read, that prospective students and 
employers read the Review and that it 
plays l:~r~e nlf j ~ the_, fprmu,lat!o,n ~f a 
school's reputation. However; nowhere 
in the letter were the underlying con-
cerns that gave rise to the complaints 
addressed. This was regrettable . 
The letter focused on the fact that 
people are saying "bad" things about the 
school to outsiders rather than express-
ing concern as to why bad things are 
being said in the first place. The impli-
cation was that as long as you cover up 
the public expression of discontent, there 
is no discontent: everyone knows that an 
invisible problem does not exist. 
As we interpret the letter, it carries 
two messages, students should gloss over 
the fact that there are unaddressed prob-
lems in the hopes that people can be 
fooled into thinking we are the perfect 
school, and where necessary we should 
lie in the understanding that it is better to 
lie to if it is in your best interest than to 
be honest. As Hannah Arendt onc.e said, 
"[T]he trouble with lying and deceiving 
is that their efficiency depends entirely 
upon a clear notion of the truth that the 
liar and deceiver wishes to hide. In this 
sense, truth, even if it does not prevail in 
public, possesses an ineradicable primacy 
over all falsehoods." 
We do not wish to just "bag" on the 
administration, our point is that although 
things in this school are generally ac-
. ceptable, this particular situation was 
handled improperly. Rather than attempt-
ing to convince the students that it would 
be in thei! best interests to keep silent 
when the Princeton Review came to town, 
the administration should have taken the 
time to elicit information from the stu-
dents ori its own; to listen to their com-
plaints, take action and let the students 
know what they have done. While the 
administration can j ustifiably say that they 
do consult the SBA and other "student 
leaders" on many issues and did in fact 
speak to the SBA during the preperation 
of the policy statement in question, this 
is not enough. Those students most likely 
to be discontented are the least likely to 
ever attend an SBA meeting or even know 
who their representativ~s are. The ad-
ministration must take the initiative to 
actively seek out the causes of student 
discontent, both by listening directly to 
the students and through reflection on its 
own actions and finally to always remem-
ber who exactly is paying whom, and to 
do what. 
The primary complaint of students 
polled seemed to be that the admioistra-
tion did not listen to them, much less 
address the concerns they expressed. 
When a letter from the Dean simply ad-
dresses the fact that complaints are being 
aired, and not why, it only confirms the 
-students criticism. If the administration 
continues to display what to many ap-
pears to be a callous and indifferent atti-
tude towards the well being of the stu-
dents who pay their salaries, they should 
not be terribly surprised that students 
choose to express their discontent in a 
national forum. As one student was 
overheard to say, "It's payback time." 
~ ··. 
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It's Hard to Believe 
BY JENNE BROBST 
T'm having a problem with student com 
Jmentary at this school. Perhaps I should 
explain. I feel it is entirely too quiet at 
USD Law School. 
successfullawyer withoutusingthatopportu- to reiterate the other person's views (pro-
nity to reconsider our own views on such big apartheid to certain Afrikaners, pro<en-
questions. sorship to some Israelis and South African 
I graduated from high school in Or-
ange County and applied to U.C. Santa 
Cruz and the U.S. Military Academy at 
West Point and was accepted to both. At 
these schools the mind is directly chal-
lenged to consider the life and death ques-
tions which we all face: war, j ustice, re~ 
straint, equality, unity, individual-
In a class discussion on the actions of nationalists, pro so-called "racial" equality 
Bernie Goetz our class was ridiculously but not necessarily gender equality to some 
divided between generalized liberal spew- ANC supporters, etc). So with a view· to · 
ing and conservative spewing, with most . my own ignorance I usually kept my mouth 
students vying to sound the cleverest to shut in order to listen better, but I made a · 
present the platform (often the media plat- little pact with myself that when I returned 
form) most familiar/comfortable to him or . to the U.S., where I have citizenship and a 
her. It didn ' t seem clear at all that what we · · voteandi bistory, that there I would have a 
were actually arguing was our own civil right and a responsibility to speak my mind 
and heart (loudly iflchose to!). 
ity, freedom ... but also at both are 
often overwhelming efforts to se-
duce and socialize belief in a tense 
' ' 
environment, often difficult and 
painful to re~ist (for don't we all 
wish to be liked?). I interrupted my 
formal education to work on a kib-
butz in Israel for five months which 
made me confront my religious be-
liefs, my work ethic, my standing 
on freedom of speech and political 
restraint, my understanding of the 
connection between wealth and hap-
piness (which is nil in my experi-
ence), and the horrors and hopes 
emerging from the Holocaust. I then 
fell headlong into the strict apart-
heid of rural conservative South 
Africa for five months where my 
parents worked, and then finished 
my RA. in anthropology over the 
next three years at the University of 
Cape Town in South Africa where 
African National Congress, Pan 
Africanist Congress and Commu-
nist ideology ruled many students 
with an iron hand. In each of these 
· places each individual, from a farm 
laborer, to a president, to a soidier, 
to a maid, to a student, had a voice 
that was So loud the earth shook, 
and everyone had a heart-felt opin-
ion on the "big questions." 
I think part of the problem at 
USD lies in the guidance "embrace 
the ambiguity of law" which we 
were given in our first week of class-
-sound advice but not for the rea-
soning given and the effect it has 
had. What we were told was such 
an embrace would bring success in 
law school. Consi,der the following 
questions ... Do we have the right to 
kill fetuses? Do we have the right 
to protect fe)Jlale genital mutilation 
(clitoridectomy)? Do ~e tiave the 
right to force children into foster · •, 
homes? Do we have the right to kill 
others in the name of self-defense 
or war? Do we have the right to 
individuality? To. grasp the ''big 
questions" in such a way as to be 
able to fluidly argu~ both sides sim-
ply to bring success, simply to bring 
self-acclaim, simply to sound lucid 
and intelligent and c:lever is abhor-
rent on its face; and even more so 
when it is a value formed and in-
stilled at the inception of our adult-
hood and at the beginning of a ca-
reer which will define us. 
To embrace ambiguity in the 
law can be a great thing, not to ob-
tain a degree, but to provide us with · 
a tool by which we may define and 
continually redefine ourselves, in 
order to mold ourselves into people 
we can live with and feel proud of 
NOT A "HAPPY HOLIDAY" 
This is a letter to the editor from an anonymous 
student dated August 1990 originally printed in the 
"Varsity" which is the school newspaper of the Uni- . 
versity of Cape Town (UCT) in South Africa. 1990 
was the firstyear UCT's newspaper was not censored 
by the South African government, at least while I was 
there. Remember that in the southern hemisphere 
August is their winter holiday. - J. Brobst 
Dear VARSITY 
How was your holiday? For me it was a dog's 
. life. 
It was the beginning of the third term and the 
frequently asked question is "How was your holi-
day?" Often when my well-meaning friends ask 
this question I ask myself how other people com-
prehend the South African situation. 
To give you an indication: · "How many baths 
and showers did you have? Most UCT students 
don't have to think about it. "How do you warm 
your water?" A geyser [a water heater]--most likely. 
Well, I make a fire--wood and coal. 
In the evening you switch on the electricity, 
while I have to search for candlesticks. · Making 
stove-fires (others use an imbaula), running to the 
"spaza shop" for sugar, chicken portions etc. Some 
"pap en melk" [corn meal and milk] with some RS 
·, [less than $2] steak for six members of the family. 
At that place which I, and perhaps you as well, call 
borne, you.might /begin to realise that home-does 
mean different things to different people. For me it 
means a·two roomed house (more specifically a 
shack), one of them being the kitchen. 
How do you use a candle to read a novel like 
"Things Fall Apart" without asking yourself the 
question "aren't things really falling apart?" Three 
years:ago I passed my matric exams [high school 
exams] reading by candle light, but how do you 
adjust your eyes from the electricity of residence 
[dorms] to the candle light of a shack? · 
This is the funny one: "How many times did 
you flush your loo?" You might say everytime. 
Luckily or unluckily I did not have to count; how 
do you flush a bucket system toilet? 
.,, . .,, ·-, Now .if you talk about a "holiday," talk to 
-.. -~6Ple who understand what you and it means be-
cause how can you go on a so-called holiday in a 
township, or more so in a squatter camp? 
· To some of us it is nothing close to a holiday · 
but merely a readjustment from the rich to one' s 
own poor people, and then back to .the fantasy we 
would love to live in permanently, but can't be-
, cause we cannot deny our people. 
It's a dog's life. So, next time, don't ask me 
how my holiday was, OKAY! But rather ask me 
about a rally or a meeting [a political meeting] 
because this question will perhaps give me the hope 
I need to believe that things will no longer fall 
apart, that my children won't have to squat or live 
the life that I did. A time when you and I will live 
together like brothers and sisters and, more impor-
tantly, a time when we will both understand ( or at 
least begin to understand) what a real holiday is. 
BY P.N., L IF.SBEECK GARDENS REsIDENCE 
Sometimes, at USD, I feel like 
I'm in a padded cell. It's not the ,_--c./ 
university or the professors, it's the 
students who often seem to have no 
opinion or belief on the big ques-
tions or who seem to be reading 
from scripts with no room to move. 
What is this? I hear wonderful ar-
gumentation in class, for clearly we 
are all learning to embrace ambigu-
ity, but for what? There is a place 
for idealism in all of tis, because 
that gives us direction. It doesn't 
matter if one is arguing a conserva-
tive or a liberal line. What matters 
is that the argument comes from an 
active search for what is right in 
one's own mind; otherwise we ei-
ther give up thinking altogether and 
just drift, or we're stuck in one place 
for the rest of our lives. I want us 
to argue not just to learn to sound 
good, but because we really care. 
I have heard several times in my 
classes last term that whether a law-
yer gets her or his large share of the 
profits (not a mere reasonable sum) 
is a valid issue of whether or not to 
proceed. I am surprised that my 
professors have never reacted to 
this, not even a gentle chiding. I 
truly hope. this is not a sile~t nod 
· from above to a valuelessness that 
we obviously brought with us from 
below. bo we really want to be so 
jaded in our youth? Sometimes I 
fear that this is the last chance for 
many of us to be directly exposed· 
to truly divergent views. To go 
into law (or anything else in life) 
without the purpose to improve one-
self and one's contribution tooth-
ers is not only to degrade the pro-
fession but to degrade one's self. I 
am not advocating that we all jump 
into Mother Theresa;s shoes, but I 
am __s..aying that we at least pay at-
. tention now to the development of 
our · own beliefs and the caring of 
others, that we at least care to make 
that the basic core of ~ur decisions 
and statements in class as· we em-
brace ambiguity, that we at least 
think about it and most importantly 
listen to others in case we might find 
ourselves a little bit wrong. 
We · have every opportunity as 
Americans to speak up, and we1re 
lucky. It shouldn't take an oppres-
sive apartheid government like South 
Africa's or a country always on the 
alert of Wjll' like Israel, to make us 
care to do so. I don' t understand why 
we all seem so afraid to examine our 
hearts more closely at USO Law 
School, especially given the privi-
lege of the constant challenge of law 
school discourse and the good graces 
while representing our clients in good con-
science. Without plunging into ambiguity we 
are reduced to narrow-minded and small 
people, providing automated answers given 
us by our parents or our church or our gov-
ernment or our spouse to questions which 
matter and deeply affect us. It terrifies me 
that.at our young age we may already simply 
turn away and easily _djsmiss a controversial 
subject because ·we "knO\¥-where we stand" 
so there's no. need to discuss it. It seems so 
hypocritical to be trained in class to argue 
both sides of a problem in order to be a more 
right to walk freely in public without get- of a school which is open-minded and toter-
ting blown away. we began to realize ant of different views. I don.'t understand 
what we canand cannot do under the law, why we care·more about sounding good and 
where was the caring · within each voice -memorizi11g each sid~ wi~ only a rqild inter-
about the fate of those youths shot down in est in reexamining~ here we actually stand. I 
cold blood on the train or about the terror refuse· to ~ept the :assertion that maybe it's 
of a man who thinks_ his self-respect and because USD students have been too isolate<:f. 
life are so enda11gen,d that he's willing to . or that in ·our position we have alhve need so 
kill? I did_n't hear it, did anyone else? . that the "big questions" aren'treally,an issue, · 
-·. 
My experiences abroad often frustrated because wit(Jf)Ut an open andsearching mind 
me because all definition of .belief took and a careto;continually redefine and hone 
place internally: my views were not wel- our beliefs and the value in ourselves we 
come as a foreigner, unless they happened haveabsolutelybt'>thing. · · 
'-\-:,'' .. ,_-.;-•- , • 
-· 






As a student, nothing affects the quality of your studying 
-more than your surroundings. -Now there's a unique living 
environment ex__cl~si~e_ly designed to help you focus on your 
siudi~s while yo_u live in a great place. 
At Vantaggio, you'll find affordable studio, one bedroom 
and two bedroom suites in a quiet setting that provides 
virtually every student convenienc~: 
- - ,. 
Computer facility with P.C.'s, printers and modems 
linked up with your school's libraries 
Optional meal plan with participating local restaurants 
Fully furnished units with kitchenettes 
Optional maid and linen service 
Espresso bar with indoor and outdoor seating 
Store on-sight providing convenience items 
Fully equipped kitchens and group dining areas 
Underground parking and nearby lot parking 
In addition, V~ntaggi(! offers an ideal 
downtown location, close to many 
restaurants and attractions, including 
the famous Gaslamp District. If you're 
looking for a place that earns high marks, 
give us a call at 1-800-635-3939 now, so 
you'll be on your way to earning your 
own high marks. 
Mo1101s Top Ten List: Top Ten Things To Say 
In The Princeton Re.,iew Poll of Law Students 
10. The Dean is God. 
9. We're the number one law school south of Los An~ 
geles overlooking Mission Bay. 
8. If I say something good, wiJI it help me get a job? _ 
7. My peers and I are gaining a top-notch legal education. 
6. We care deeply about diversity. 
S. The student accounts office ensures that USD is an 
exclusive institution. 
4. The professors really care about my well-being. 
3. Everybody here is above average. 
2. Our graduates are sought after by big-time New 
Vork firms. 
1. I went here even though I got into U.C.L.A. 
. . . MOTIONS 
WANTS You! 
the follpwing positions are now 
being filled for the 1994-1995 
School Year: 
Editor · 
Director of Publications 
Managing Editor 
·,t Advertising Director 
Features Editor 
These are all paid positions. If you think . 
you have what it takes: talent, skill, creativ-
ity, authority, a thick skin, the ability to deal 
with all sorts of skullduggery and a wh~le . 
lot of time, drop your resume along with a 
brief cover letter explaining your qualifica-
tions in the Motions mailbox in the hall next 
to the writs, in the · faculty mailroom or in 
our office. · Experience is helpful but not 
. necessary. Enthusiasm is. 
If you have any questions, feel free to call us 
at 260-4600 ext. 4343. Ask for Bob, Chrj~ 
or Elizabeth. 
,. 
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